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BUBBLES
DEFINING THE BUILDING BASIC BLOCKS FOR A U-SPACE SEPARATION
MANAGEMENT SERVICE

This SPR/INTEROP-OSED is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR3 Joint
Undertaking under grant agreement No 893206under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme.

Abstract
This document describes the operational services and environment description for the provision
of separation between unmanned and unmanned aircraft in any airspace volume where U-space
services are offered (like, but not only, the U-space airspace referred to by the CIR (EU)
2021/664). The document also defines ‘fit for purpose’ safety, performance and interoperability
requirements needed to achieve a particular target level of safety. The document has been
developed using the MEDUSA methodology, which is specific to perform risk assessments in the
U-space. This methodology covers the success approach (risk mitigation by providing U-space
services with a specific performance) and the failure approach (risks caused by abnormal
conditions and system-generated faults) in a comprehensive way. The risk assessment
specifically addresses the impact of Artificial Intelligence systems used to increase automation
of operations in safety-critical applications.
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1 Executive Summary
This document addresses the identification of Safety, Performance, and Interoperability
requirements (SPR-INTEROP) for U-space services and supporting systems used to limit the risk
of collision between aircraft and hazards to an agreed level deemed as acceptable, which in the
ICAO framework is known as ‘conflict management’. More specifically, this document applies to
conflict management between UAS and between them and manned aircraft.
This document does not intend to define a set of ‘one-size-fits-all’ requirements that can be
applied everywhere in a more or less straightforward way. This approach usually leads to more
demanding requirements than necessary, hence putting a disproportionate burden on the
implementation of the ground surveillance system with respect to performance, maintenance,
and cost. This statement is even truer in the case of UAS, due to the huge variety of aircraft and
missions. Therefore, this document aims at providing operationally ‘fit-for-purpose’
requirements to allow for the tailoring of U-space requirements for conflict management to
actual operational needs across a specific U-space.
The document adapts the approach described in the document EUROCAE ED-78A Guidelines for
the approval of the provision of Air Traffic Services supported by data communications to the
particularities of U-space services. The process is split in four steps: (1) development of an
Operational Service and Environment Description (OSED); (2) Operational Performance
Assessment (OPA), leading to Performance Requirements; (3) Operational Safety Assessment
(OSA), leading to Safety Requirements; and, Interoperability Assessment (IA), leading to
Interoperability Requirements.
The document applies the Methodology for the U-space Safety Assessment (MEDUSA) to
implement the four steps defined by the ED-78A. This methodology comprises four phases: (1)
Definition Phase (DP); (3) Operational Specification Phase (OSP); (3) Safety Assessment at Design
Level (SADL); and (4) Safety Assessment at Very Large-scale Demonstrations level (SAVLD).
The MEDUSA Definition Phase has been used to define the OSED. Due to the generic approach
of the document, no particular scenario (including aircrafts and missions) was considered, but a
set of nine ‘typical scenarios’ have been defined instead. These ‘typical scenarios’ were defined
with the purpose of being detailed enough in order to be representative of most actual local
scenarios, but generic enough to not being tied to a particular one. Therefore, the ‘typical
scenarios’ are classified attending to the density of manned and unmanned aircraft, although
typical missions are identified for each of them.
The document exploits the results of project deliverable D3.1 to classify the operations in ten
types of traffic, with different risk levels that are related to the Air and Ground operational risk.
A particular local scenario can be defined by the ‘typical scenario’ and by a particular mix of
‘types of traffic’. A common specific Target Level of Safety of 2.5 10−7 fatal injuries per flight
hour (FAT/FH) is apportioned to accidents caused by human/operational issues, leading to a
scenario-dependent maximum frequency of mid-air collisions (MAC), namely, 𝐹(𝑀𝐴𝐶)𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
To illustrate the concept of ‘sector types’ and mix of ‘types of traffic’, three local scenarios have
been defined, representative of large cities nearby an airport, medium size cities within the
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controlled traffic region (CTR) of an airport, but far enough not to be considered influenced by
the airport environment, and rural, sparsely populated areas.
The collision model developed in T4.1 has been adapted to establish quantitative Safety Criteria
(SAC) for each scenario in terms of maximum frequencies of relevant safety events so that the
proposed TLS is attained. The applicable separation minima and requited risk-ratios are derived
from the SAC for each to guarantee that the collision rate linked to the TLS is achieved.
Risk-ratios derived from the SAC are the basis for setting Safety, Performance and
Interoperability requirements applying MEDUSA OSP. First, an Operational Hazard Assessment
(OHA) is conducted to identify the pre-existing risks. Then, SO are identified and from them
Performance Requirements (in nominal conditions) and Safety Requirements (in non-nominal
and faulted conditions) for the U-space services involved in the conflict management process.
With regard to the Interoperability Requirements, this will be identified at service level. During
the OHA, the OPA and the OSA, especial attention has been paid to the safety issues rising from
the exposure of U-space to cyber-threats and from the use of AI-based systems, both in nominal
and non-nominal conditions.
The safety assessment described in this document and the requirements derived thereof have
been validated by means of real time simulation and test flights in representative environments.
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2 Introduction
2.1 Purpose of the document
The SPR-INTEROP/OSED document contains the Operational Services and Environment
description (OSED), the Safety and Performance Requirements and the Interoperability
Requirements in the context of BUBBLES project. The purpose of this document is to define the
OSED, based on the operational scenarios detailed in deliverable D3.1 [1] and the high-level
description of the Separation management service concept of operations from deliverable D2.1
(ConOps) [2]. Based on the OSED, the document stablishes a set of assumptions and defines a
set of operational requirements, which are the base of the risk assessment from which
SPR/INTEROP are identified.
The risk assessment presented in this document covers the success approach (risk mitigation by
providing U-space services with a specific performance) and the failure approach (risks caused
by abnormal conditions and system-generated faults) in a comprehensive way.

2.2 Scope
This document addresses the definition of an SPR-INTEROP/OSED for the Separation
management service, which is formulated by the BUBBLES project as SESAR Solution U3S-05.
Notwithstanding BUBBLES is an exploratory research (ER) project, this document proposes
safety, performance and interoperability requirements that have been derived applying a risk
assessment based on the MEDUSA methodology [3]. The requirements cover safety issues
stemming from security threats (especially cybersecurity) issues as well as those rising from the
use of Artificial Intelligence systems to increase automation of operations in safety-critical
applications. Most of these requirements have been validated by means of real time simulation
(RTS) and/or experiments (test flights).

2.3 Intended readership
The target audience of this document comprises:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Competent authorities of Member States in charge of setting out operational
requirements for U-space services supporting UAS operations in their national
airspaces.
Manufacturers of systems used to provide U-space services.
U-space service providers in charge of providing U-space services to UAS.
UAS operators responsible for planning and conducting UAS operations.
Air traffic service providers supporting manned aircraft operations in airspace volumes
where UAS can also operate.
Manned aircraft operators responsible for planning and conducting manned aircraft
flights in airspace volumes where UAS can also operate.
Other research projects developing and validating services, procedures and
technologies related to separation management.
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2.4 Structure of the document
This document is structured as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 1 provides an executive summary of the document.
Section 2 states the purpose and scope of the document, identifies the target audience,
describes the structure of the document, and defines the acronyms used through it.
Section 3 describes the BUBBLES OSED.
Section 4 describes the safety, performance, and interoperability requirements.
Section 5 lists the references used throughout the document.
Appendix A describes the expected operations in U-3 environments considered by
BUBBLES used to define the ‘typical scenarios’ described in section §3.3.4.
Appendix B describes provides the rationale for the mix of traffic assigned to each
‘typical scenario’.
Appendix C provides the rationale for the safety requirements on the use of artificial
intelligence in safety-critical systems.

2.5 List of Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

ATM

Air Traffic Management

CNS

Communication Navigation and Surveillance

CONOPS

Concept of Operations

CR

Change Request

CTR

Controlled Traffic Region

EATMA

European ATM Architecture

E-ATMS

European Air Traffic Management System

ER

Exploratory research

FAT

Fatalities

FH

Flight-hour

HPAR

Human Performance Assessment Report

INTEROP

Interoperability Requirements

KPA

Key Performance Area

MAC

Mid-air collision

MEDUSA

Methodology for the U-Space Safety Assessment

OHA

Operational Hazard Assessment

OI

Operational Improvement

OPA

Operational Performance Assessment
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OSA

Operational safety Assessment

OSED

Operational Service and Environment Definition

OSO

Operational Safety Objective

PAR

Performance Assessment Report

PIRM

Programme Information Reference Model

QoS

Quality of Service

RTS

Real time simulation

SAC

Safety Criteria

SAR

Safety Assessment Report

SecAR

Security Assessment Report

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research Programme

S3JU

SESAR3 Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission)

SPR

Safety and Performance Requirements

SWIM

System Wide Information Model

TS

Technical Specification

TSE

Total system error
Table 2-1: List of acronyms
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3 Operational Service and Environment
Definition
This section describes the OSED for the Separation management service. As stated in section
§¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia., BUBBLES intends to apply part of the
MEDUSA deployment phase (DP) [3] to develop the OSED. Section §0 summarises the SESAR
solution proposed by the BUBBLES project in [2] to set up the context in which the OSED is
defined. Section §3.3 provides a detailed description of the operational environment and lists
the assumptions considered by the research team. Section §3.3.1 contains an in-depth
operational view of the BUBBLES’ separation management service.

3.1 Applying MEDUSA to define the OSED
As stated in section §1, BUBBLES has applied the definition phase of MEDUSA to define the OSED
for the provision of separation management in the U-space. According to [3], MEDUSA definition
phase (DP) comprises the following steps:
•

•

•

•
•

DP Step 1: Identify precisely the operational environment where the drone operations
will be conducted (VLL, controlled or uncontrolled airspace, Aerodrome, TMA, Enroute
(Lower, Upper), level of ATS service provided to manned aviation, level of
traffic/complexity of manned aviation, level of VFR traffic, level of IFR traffic, rural
environment, urban environment, density of overflown population, etc… ). This step is
addressed in sections §3.3.1 to §3.3.5 but the description of ATS services provide to
manned aviation, which is presented in section §3.3.6.2. Although sections §3.3.5 and
§0 cover topics apparently not addressed by the MEDUSA DP1 and they have been
primarily included to comply with the required SESAR template, they can be considered
part of the description of the environment.
DP Step 2: Identify precisely all UAS operations which will be conducted in this
operational environment (VLOS, BVLOS, EVLOS, UAS class (open, specific, certified), UAS
traffic density, …). Review the SORA results (if available) for each individual drone
operation and identify candidate safety requirements/mitigations for the different risks
per SORA assessment. This step is afforded in section §3.3.3 and Appendix A and
Appendix B.
DP Step 3: Identify the risk inherent to UAS operations considering the operational
environment (DP Step 1) and UAS operations (DP Step 2). Risks inherent to aviation are
e.g. air risk (manned/unmanned, unmanned/unmanned), ground risk (people, critical
infrastructure including aviation infrastructure), airspace infringement risk (prohibited
area, restricted area, dangerous area or areas where drone operations are forbidden).
This step is presented in section §3.3.4.
DP Step 4: Identify the U-space services to be assessed. This step is presented in section
§3.3.6.1
DP Step 5: Conduct an initial assessment of these U-space services (DP Step 4) to
mitigate the risks inherent to UAS operations (DP Step 3) and identify any gap. Gap in
this context means a missing U-space service to mitigate a specific risk. If a gap is
confirmed, check if a U-space service should be added or if the risk should be suppressed
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•

from the safety assessment with duly justification. The initial assessment is presented
in section §3.4.1, whereas section §3.1 outlines the new service proposed by BUBBLES
to fill the gap identified by in section §3.4.1, which is duly described in section §0.
DP Step 6: Based on the previous step and using the U-Space integrated risk model,
determine the relevant U-Space Safety Criteria. Safety criteria are the stem of the safety
assessment leading to the SPR. Therefore, this step is dealt with in section §4.

3.2 BUBBLES SESAR Solution: a summary
The state-of-the-art catalogue of U-space services in [4] does not include any separation
management service nor caters for separation management by means of any other service or
combination thereof. In a similar way, the European ATM Master Plan 2020 [5] includes an
Essential Operational Change (EOC) named “U-space services” whose description covers the
Deployment Scenario “U-space U3 – Advanced services”. Although this deployment scenario is
still at R&D stage, the Master Plan identifies the minimum set of services the U-space advanced
services shall encompass, which are defined as SESAR Solutions in the EATMA version currently
available in the eATMA portal and listed in Table 3-1..
SOLUTION ID

SOLUTION TITLE

U3S-01

Dynamic geo-fencing service.

U3S-02

Tactical de-confliction service.

U3S-03

Collaborative interface with ATC service.

U3S-04

Dynamic capacity management service.

Table 3-1. SESAR Solutions for U3 U-space services defined in the eATMA portal

BUBBLES has identified the following Operational Improvement (OI) related to separation
management in the Very Low-Level airspace with the assistance of Eurocontrol experts, namely:
•

Separation management of U-space airspaces.

Therefore, BUBBLES proposes to define separation management as new U-space service by
adding a new SESAR solution to the ones already defined in EATMA deployment scenario “Uspace U3 – Advanced services”, as described in Table 3-2.
SESAR SOLUTION
ID

U3S-xx

Title

U-space separation management

Description

Establishes under what circumstances separation provision is
necessary and how it shall be provided in a specific airspace
volume, i.e.:
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•

•
•
•

Select the appropriate conflict management layer (no
separation, strategic/procedural separation, or
tactical separation) according to operational and riskbased criteria.
Designates the separator role (the UAS itself or the Uspace service).
Defines the separation minima and methods (when
needed) that have to be applied.
Sets up Communication, Navigation and Surveillance
performance requirements.

This solution brings benefits to U-space in terms of improving
airspace safety and efficiency. Moreover, warning the pilot of
a loss of separation event will help to improve his situational
awareness and resolve the conflict earlier.
V1_TRL2_Release

31-10-2022

V2_TRL4_Release

TBD

V3_TRL6_Release

TBD

Current level

V1

Status

ER Ongoing – SESAR Solution validated

Topic ID

SESAR-ER4-31-2019:
service

U-space

separation

management

Essential Operational Change
U-space services (as defined in the EATM portal)
ID
Table 3-2. Definition of the BUBBLES Solution.

BUBBLES has also identified the enablers required to deploy the SEAR solution defined in Table
3-2:
•
•

Separation Management Service (system enabler).
Separation Management functionalities for the USSP system (U-space).

Regarding the capabilities, a new Capability is proposed:
•

Airspace Separation Minima Management: The ability to define and manage the
separation minima and separation methods for a specific airspace (U-space).

This SPR/INTEROP-OSED document addresses the operational improvement step listed above
and these enablers.
Being BUBBLES an exploratory research project, the ConOps does not include operational
requirements but a very high-level operational description. Operational requirements will be set
in section §3.3.1 below.
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Interested readers may refer to section §4 of BUBBLES deliverable D2.1 BUBBLES concept
formulation [2] for details on the proposed solution. Since BUBBLE proposes a new solution,
there is no deviation from any previous SESAR solution.

3.3 Detailed Operational Environment
BUBBLES SPR/INTEROP does not intend to define a set of ‘one-size-fits-all’ requirements that
can be applied everywhere in a more or less straightforward way. This approach usually leads to
more demanding requirements than necessary, hence putting a disproportionate burden on the
implementation of the ground surveillance system with respect to performance, maintenance,
and cost [6]. This statement is even truer in the case of UAS, due to the huge variety of aircraft
and missions. Therefore, this document aims at providing operationally ‘fit-for-purpose’
requirements to allow for the tailoring of U-space requirements for conflict management to
actual operational needs across a specific U-space. Therefore, BUBBLES SPR/INTEROP applies an
approach inspired by the GEN approach used in [6].
Due to the generic approach applied by BUBBLES, no particular scenario (including aircrafts and
missions) is considered, but a set of nine ‘typical scenarios’ based on the outcomes of BUBBLES
WP3 detailed in deliverable D3.1 [1] are used instead. These ‘typical scenarios’ were defined
with the purpose of being detailed enough in order to be representative of most actual local
scenarios, but generic enough to not being tied to a particular one. Therefore, the ‘typical
scenarios’ are classified attending to the density of manned and unmanned aircraft, although
typical missions are identified for each of them.
This section describes the operational environment corresponding to these ‘typical scenarios’
where operations are expected to be conducted in order to get knowledge of the fundamental
operational characteristics of each one. These operational characteristics govern the set of
requirements included in section §4.

3.3.1 U-space airspaces and Very Low Level Environment
Very Low Level airspace is the airspace below that used by VFR [7], [8]. It is the airspace, from
the surface upwards, in which manned aviation is not expected to operate except with the
permission of the competent authority.
So-therefore, it is the airspace below the specified minimum altitude for flights under VFR, which
according to SERA.5005 f) ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. is defined as:
Except when necessary for take-off or landing, or except by permission from the competent
authority, a VFR flight shall not be flown:
(1) over the congested areas of cities, towns or settlements or over an open-air assembly
of persons at a height less than 300 m (1000 ft) above the highest obstacle within a
radius of 600 m from the aircraft;
(2) elsewhere than as specified in (1), at height less than 150 m (500 ft) above the ground
or water, or 150 m (500 ft) above the highest obstacle within a radius of 150 m (500 ft)
from the aircraft.
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This text defines the lower limit for VFR operations above urban (1) and rural (2) areas, limit
below which the VLL will be. As in CORUS, in this document VLL is considered to extend laterally
into airports [7].
The SERA.5. rule above urban and rural areas is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. VLL Flight Areas (Source: ED-267 [8])

For the purposes of this OSED, this standard rule will be used to set the upper operating limit of
the VLL, but it may vary depending on location and circumstances. Authorities are expected to
define this upper operating limit on a case-by-case basis.
According to the European regulation on UAS[10], [11], operations in the Open category are
limited to 120 m in height over the take off point, which roughly matches the VLL definition
above. Regarding operations in the Specific category, there is no a priori limit, but the standard
scenarios defined in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. and the predefined risk
assessment published in [13] apply the same 120 m limit.
It should be noted that, regardless of the defined limit, since the competent authority may
permit VFR operations within the VLL, it cannot be assumed that there will be no manned aircraft
in such airspace. In fact, manned aviation needs to routinely operate or enter in such airspace
on certain occasions, e.g., for pilot training, emergency cases, surveillance, or aerial work.
Therefore, rules for UAS operations in VLL airspace have to take into account the presence of
manned aircraft, even if the probability of encountering manned traffic is lower than when flying
above this minimum altitude.
On the other hand, regulation (EU)2021/664 [14] defines a U-space airspace as “a UAS
geographical zone designated by Member States, where UAS operations are only allowed to
take place with the support of U-space services”. U-space airspaces can be designated either in
controlled or in uncontrolled airspaces.
The approach developed by BUBBLES to provide separation management by the U-space will
remain valid in case aviation authorities designate U-space airspaces extending above the upper
limit of the VLL, although a new ‘typical scenario’ covering operations therein should be defined.
Notwithstanding the exception stated in the paragraph above, hereinafter the operational
environment will be considered U-space airspaces (since the BUBBLES solution consists of the
provision of separation provision by the U-space and assumes that several U-space services are
available, as detailed in section §3.3.6.1) within the VLL (since almost all UAS will operate
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therein, as discussed above). This environment is classified in sub-environments, a.k.a. U-space
‘typical scenarios’ which will form the operational environment of the Separation management
service defined by BUBBLES.
Assumption #1
The U-space Separation management service will be provided in U-space airspaces, as per
(EU)2021/664, designated in the very low level (VLL) airspace.

Assumption #2
The U-space Separation management service may be provided in either controlled or
uncontrolled airspace.
Air space structure
In order to support the provision of vertical separation to en route aircraft, it is assumed that a
set of vertical layers have been defined by the competent authorities. Figure 2 shows an example
of vertically layered U-space airspace, where intermediate Layers are defined to allow vertical
evasive manoeuvres. In urban lower areas (brown shadowed area in Figure 2), positioning errors
are greater due to the presence of buildings and various obstacles, and trajectories are limited,
so it would not be efficient to separate by Flight Layers. Hence, operations in this area will be
geofenced and not subject to the same separation methods.

Figure 2. Layered U-space airspace structure.

The reference flight layer (FL0) is defined in each local scenario, depending on the average heigh
of the buildings. This structure supports a very effective strategic separation of flights and allows
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safe vertical avoidance manoeuvres. The distance between flight layers would be scenariodependent.
Assumption #3
The airspace where the Separation management service will be provided may be structured in
flight layers.

3.3.2 Airspace volume type
BUBBLES applies the airspace classification in volume types proposed by the CORUS project.
CORUS proposed to divide the VLL into three different types of volume: X, Y and Z. These
volumes differ in two ways: the services being offered and hence the types of operation which
are possible, and their access and entry requirements [7].
•

•

•

Type X: Regions with low demand for U-space services, and low ground and air risk,
where no conflict resolution is provided, nor an approved flight plan is required. Open
category operations are expected here. This type of volumes is out of scope of BUBBLES
as there is no strategic nor tactical conflict resolution service.
Type Y: When ground or air risk (SORA) are too great for an X volume and there is
significant air traffic or over a densely populated area (mid risk). Operating in this type
of volume requires an approved operation plan. Hence, strategic conflict resolution
service is provided.
Type Z: When traffic demand exceeds the capacity of Y volumes or there is particular
risk (highest risk and density volumes). Both strategic and tactical conflict resolution
services are provided, and flight requires an approved operation plan too. This category
is further divided in:
• Zu volumes, where U-space provides tactical conflict resolution,
• Za volumes, where the separation is provided by the ATC, with the support of the
U-space.

Depending on the type of volume, different U-space services will be provided. Section §3.3.6 list
the U-space services that must be offered in for each type of volumes. This will be directly
related to the U-space services to be provided in each of the U-space ‘typical scenarios’
described in this OSED.

3.3.3 Traffic classification
This section describes the classification of traffic developed by BUBBLES and that has been used
to define the mix of traffic that can be found in each operational environment.
The BUBBLES team in charge of developing WP3 defined a total of 9 generic scenarios and
assessed them using SORA methodology when appropriate (not valid for manned aircraft
involved in these scenarios) [1]. The assessment led to a safety assurance and integrity level
(SAIL) for each scenario, a value defining the risk of the operations. This value that has been used
by BUBBLES to classify the traffic according to the associated level of risk, following an operationcentric, risk-based approach. This approach is aligned with the one applied by the EASA to define
required level of robustness of mitigation measures for each of the SORA operational safety
objectives (OSO) UAS operations in the Specific category [15].
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A first classification step distinguishes manned and unmanned aircraft. The reasoning is that,
apart from differences in technical specifications, unmanned aircraft will be the users of U-space
services, and in case of conflict between a manned and unmanned aircraft, the unmanned
aircraft is the one expected to perform the avoidance manoeuvre.
The classification of unmanned traffic according to risk level will be based on [11]: Open, Specific
and Certificated. In addition, a critical aspect must be considered: whether the aircraft carry
people or not. This is always true for manned aircraft and for a few unmanned aircraft such us
air taxis or ambulances.
Finally, a last division is performed for each of the categories:
-

-

For operations in Open category, three subcategories are already defined: A1, A2 and
A3.
In Specific category, the classification criteria is the SAIL value of the operation. Using
this criteria, three classes can be defined: lower risk (SAIL I or II), medium risk (SAIL III or
IV) and higher risk (SAIL V or VI).
In Certified category, drones can be classified depending on whether they carry people
or not.
Finally, manned aircraft can fly under either VFR or IFR.

This results in a total of 10 types of traffic. Table 3-3 shows this classification, arranged in
increasing risk level, whereas Table 3-4 lists the typical performance parameters assigned by
BUBBLES to each traffic class.
Traffic characteristics

Traffic class

OPEN
Unmanned

SPECIFIC

Not carrying
people

CERTIFIED
Manned

CERTIFIED

Carrying
People

A1
A2
A3
SAIL I-II
SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI
No passenger
Passenger
VFR
IFR

Table 3-3. Traffic classification.

Traffic
Performance
A1
A2
A3
SAIL I-II
SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI
No pass.
Pass.

Cruise
Sp.(m/s)
5.00
5.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
15.00
25.00
25.00

RoC (m/s) RoD (m/s) Size _h (m) Size _v (m)
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
2.00

0.50
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
5.00

0.25
0.50
1.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.50
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Table 3-4. Physical characteristics and performance of each class of traffic.

3.3.4 U-space operational environments
Although as stated above in section §3.3.1, the main operational environment is the VLL, several
types of environments, represented by U-space ‘typical scenarios’ were defined to cope with
the huge variety of actual local scenarios.
At first, a classification was made according to the airspace classification, identifying three
primary types of U-space environments: uncontrolled airspace, controlled airspace, and airport
environments. This classification defines the type of scenario according to its spatial location in
relation to airspace classification and proximity of aeronautical facilities, which are stable,
deterministic criteria. Each of these three types corresponds to a specific mix of traffic, and they
are also congruent with SORA definition of Air Risk Class (ARC).
In the short-term, U-space airspaces are expected to have a low capacity, along with a low
demand. With time, demand will increase, and U-space volumes will need to adapt their capacity
accordingly. Demand is expected to be directly linked to population density in the area and/or
the proximity of industrial hubs, with high logistics demand.
Hence, a secondary division has been made according to UAS density of operations: low,
medium, and high density. Environments represented by higher density U-space ‘typical
scenarios’ support more simultaneous operations but will also be more demanding in terms of
both aircraft and system performance requirements. This classification will allow U-space
volume managers to progressively upgrade the U-space to adapt it to increasing demands.
In this way, the nine U-space ‘typical scenarios’ in Table 3-5 can be identified.
UAS Density
Airspace Type

Low

Medium

High

Uncontrolled

UC_LD

UC_MD

UC_HD

Controlled

C_LD

C_MD

C_HD

Airport environment

APT_LD

APT_MD

APT_HD

Table 3-5. Selected U-space ‘typical scenarios’

With this classification, depending on whether the airspace is controlled or uncontrolled, there
will be certain ATS services, and it will affect certain volumes of airspace or others. Below, these
environments are explained in more detail.
Uncontrolled U-space environments (UC)
These environments are characterized by VLOS, BVLOS UAS flights performed in Y or Zu volumes
and uncontrolled manned aviation operations in an uncontrolled airspace class F or G. No
controlled manned flights are envisaged there; thus, no IFR traffic will exist there. However, VFR
flights are possible, although traffic density is expected to be low to medium.
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The UAS traffic density in uncontrolled airspace may range from low to high, thus 3 U-space
‘typical scenarios’ can be distinguished therein: UC_LD (uncontrolled, low-density), UC_MD
(uncontrolled, medium-density) and UC_HD (uncontrolled, high-density).
In U-space environments represented by the UC_LD ‘typical scenario’, the UAS could carry out
agricultural tasks, railway and power lines inspection tasks or delivery services in rural areas, or
in industrial areas away from highly populated zones. Both Open and Specific category operation
are possible in UC_LD environments.
In a medium to high density U-space environments represented by UC_MD or UC_HD ‘typical
scenarios’, the most usual use cases envisaged in the future are delivery services or other tasks
in more populated areas, like larger towns or cities without a nearby airport, or industrial areas
near a high population density. In these areas, the expected number of VFR flights increases,
especially police or emergency helicopters. Either Specific or Certified category operations will
be required in these environments.
Controlled U-space environments (C)
This type of environment is characterized by VLOS and BVLOS operations in contact with
controlled manned aviation performed in Za volumes in a controlled airspace.
Operational environments where UAS operations will be conducted in this case are the VLL and
controlled airspaces (class A, B, C, D or E). In this type of environments, UAS should be operated
under the Specific or Certified Category, and the expected IFR traffic density will be very low,
and the VFR traffic will be low to medium, depending on the number of airports/aerodromes
included in the CTR and their activity.
In this type o environment, as in the previous one, the UAS traffic density goes from
intermediate to high, differentiating 3 U-space typical scenarios: C_LD (controlled, low-density),
C_MD (controlled, medium-density) and C_HD (controlled, high-density).
In the future, in controlled low-density U-space environments represented by typical scenario
C_LD UAS could carry out agricultural tasks, railway and power lines inspection tasks or delivery
services in rural areas, or in industrial areas away from high population densities but within
controlled airspace.
In medium to high density U-space sector types represented by typical scenario C_MD and
C_HD, respectively, the expected use cases in the future could be delivery services or other tasks
in more populated areas, like larger towns or cities, or industrial areas near a higher population
density within controlled airspace.
Airport U-space environments (APT)
This sub-environment is characterized by VLOS and BVLOS operations in contact with controlled
manned aviation performed in Za volumes in a controlled airspace in the airport environment.
Operational environments where UAS operations will be conducted in this case is the VLL and
controlled airspaces (class A, B, C, D or E), coinciding with the classes of airspace that may occur
in the CTRs of airports. In this type of environments, UAS should be operated under the Specific
or Certified Category, and the expected IFR traffic density will be medium, and the VFR traffic
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will be low to high, depending on the number of airports/aerodromes included in the CTR and
their activity.
In this sub-environment, as in the previous one, the UAS traffic density goes from intermediate
to high, differentiating 3 U-space sector types.
In a low-density U-space sector type (APT_LD), the drones could carry out tasks in towns near
Airport, for example, in rural or industrial areas away from high population densities but within
the airport environment. There could also be surveillance or inspection tasks like NAVAID
calibration services in the airport itself or in the surrounding area. In this sense, the drone could
be in contact with IFR flights, so airspace should be segregated, as will be discussed later in
section §0.
In this type of environment, as in the previous ones, the UAS traffic density goes from
intermediate to high, leading to 3 U-space typical scenarios: APT_LD (APT, low), APT_MD
(airport, medium-density) and APT_HD (airport, high-density).
A summary of BUBBLES’ U-space ‘typical scenarios’
Table 3-6 summarises all the ‘typical scenarios’ defined by BUBBLES, including the airspace class
and UAS volumes involved, the expected manned aviation and the ATS services provided in each
U-space sector type. The rightmost colon in Table 3-6 refers to the generic UAS ConOps defined
by BUBBLES in WP3 and explained in detail in deliverable D3.1 [1]. This association of generic
ConOps to different types of environments leads to the traffic mixes Table 3-7. The rationale for
these figures can be found in Appendix A.

U-space
typical
scenario

Population
/ UAS
density

Manned
aviation /
density

Airspace
class

Typical
Traffic
category

UC_LD

Low

VFR/Very
low

Y, Zu

F-G

Open,
VFR

UC_MD

Medium

VFR/Low

Y, Zu

F-G

Open,
Specific,
Certified, VFR

UC_HD

High

VFR/Medi
um

Y, Zu

F-G

Specific,
Certified,
VFR

C_LD

Low

VFR/Low
IFR/Very
Low

Za

A-E

Open,
VFR

C_MD

Medium

VFR/Medi
um

Za

A-E

Open,
Specific,
Certified, VFR

UAS
Volume

Envisaged typical
use cases
Agricultural tasks,
railway and power
lines inspection,
medical supply
Agricultural tasks,
Low delivery
services
Delivery in a city,
police surveillance,
medical supply
between hospitals
Agricultural tasks,
railway and power
lines inspection
Agricultural tasks,
Low delivery
services

UAS
genericC
onOps
1,2, 4

3

6, 7

4

9
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IFR/Very
Low

C_HD

APT_LD

APT_MD

APT_HD

Delivery in a city,
police surveillance,
High
Za
A-E
medical supply
between hospitals
Agricultural tasks,
VFR/High
Open,
railway and power
Low
IFR/Mediu
Za
A-E
VFR, IFR
lines inspection,
m
NAVAIDs calibration
VFR/High
Specific,
Agricultural tasks,
Medium
IFR/Mediu
Za
A-E
Certified,
Low delivery
m
VFR, IFR
services
Delivery in a city,
VFR/High
Specific,
police surveillance,
High
IFR/Mediu
Za
A-E
Certified,
medical supply
m
VFR, IFR
between hospitals
Table 3-6. Summary of the U-space ‘typical scenarios’ defined by BUBBLES.
VFR/High
IFR/Very
Low

Traffic Class
A1
Open
A2
A3
SAIL I-II
Specific SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI
No passenger
Certified
Passenger

Specific,
Certified,
VFR

UC_LD
15,00%
17,00%
22,60%
30,00%
12,00%
3,00%
0,30%
0,10%

‘Typical scenario’
C_MD
APT_HD
10,00%
4,00%
15,00%
5,00%
7,50%
3,00%
25,00%
12,00%
35,00%
42,00%
5,00%
28,00%
1,10%
2,00%
1,40%
4,00%

Table 3-7. Traffic mix in representative ‘typical scenarios’

4

8

5
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Figure 3. Example operational environments in the metropolitan area of the city of Valencia (Spain),
represented by the U-space ‘Typical scenarios’ defined by BUBBLES.

Table 3-7 does not include figures of manned aircraft traffic because according to the regulation
(EU) 2021/664 [14], in controlled airspace, IFR flights will not be allowed in U-space airspaces
unless a dynamic airspace reconfiguration is applied to segregate them from UAS, whereas VFR
flights will be allowed but subject to sharing their position with USSPs according to regulation
(EU 2021/666 [16]. In uncontrolled airspace both IFR and VFR will be allowed in U-space airspace
on the condition that they share their position with USSPs [16]. In both cases, they are
considered very rare and the expected contribution to the traffic mix almost negligible. For the
same reason, large UAS (often referred to as ‘remotely piloted aircraft systems’-RPAS) flying in
controlled airspace under IFR rules are excluded of the scope of BUBBLES.
Assumption #4
There is no manned or unmanned IFR traffic receiving air traffic control service in the VLL
volumes where the Separation management service will be provided.

Assumption #4-bis
As a consequence of Assumption 4, volumes Za are out of the scope of BUBBLES.

Assumption #5
Manned VFR traffic will be electronically conspicuous to U-space service provides when
operating in a U-space airspace.
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Pre-existing hazards in the U-space operational environments
According to [17] a hazard is ‘any condition, event or circumstance that could induce an accident’
from which aircraft should be kept away by at least the appropriate separation minima.
Extending the ICAO definition of ‘accident’ in manned aviation [18], an accident in a U-space
airspace is considered as ‘an occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft in which (a)
a person is fatally or seriously injured; (b) the aircraft sustains damage or structural failure; or
(c) the aircraft is missing or is completely inaccessible’
CORUS project [19] gathered a collection of threats and safety-related events for UAS operations
within U-space airspaces that can pose a hazard to aircraft flying therein. , divided into five
categories:
technical/mechanical
failures,
meteorological/environmental
events,
human/operational issues, security issues, and, lastly, U-space threats/events.
Based on the classification made by CORUS, BUBBLES proposes the following classification of
potentially fatal UAS accidents, encompassing both ground impacts and mid-air collisions,
according to the causes of the accident:
1. Accidents caused by loss of airworthiness due to technical or mechanical issues.
2. Accidents caused by loss of airworthiness due to meteorological or environmental issues.
3. Accidents due to operational issues.
Where ‘loss of airworthiness’ means the aircraft has lost the ability to continue flying and thus
the flight is expected to end in a ground impact in most cases, although a mid-air collision could
be a rare consequence of total control loss. ‘Ground impact’ also refers to impacts with people
or ground-based obstacles, such as infrastructures, surface vehicles, buildings, or cranes.
‘Operational issues’ include both human and U-space related failures occurring during UAS
operations.
Accident type 1 encompasses any technical or mechanical failure of the UAS segment (e.g.:
engine failure, energy loss, structural failure, control systems failure) that causes the aircraft to
lose its ability to maintain controlled flight.
Accident type 2 considers external environmental elements as causes of the accident (e.g.:
adverse weather, bird strike, electromagnetic interference - EMI).
Accident type 3 refers to human performance or U-space system failures that cause an accident,
such as the inadvertent definition of a route that collides with a building, or when two aircraft
have conflicting trajectories, and no evasive measures are taken to avoid the collision.
Note that, as this is a safety-focused approach, physical security issues are out of the scope of
the present assessment. Cybersecurity issues are spread among all the categories in the
aforementioned taxonomy, as cyberattacks can cause an improper performance of onboard
electronic systems or UTM systems, and jamming can be considered as intentional EMI, thus
creating safety threats.
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Among all the pre-existing risk, BUBLES addresses the risk posed by a mid-air collision between
aircraft flying in a U-space airspace during en route operations (i.e., take-off and landing
operations are not considered). According to Assumption #4, only collisions between two UAS
or between a manned aircraft flying under visual flight rules are considered.

Assumption #6
The pre-exiting risk considered by BUBBLES consist of mid-air collisions between UAS or
between them and manned VFR aircraft during en route operations.

3.3.5 Roles and Responsibilities
This section describes the stakeholders involved in the Operational Activities and their roles and
responsibilities.
According to the definition by CORUS [20], a U-space stakeholder is an individual, team, or
organisation with interest in, or concerns relative to, the U-space undertaking. Concerns are
those interests, which pertain to the undertaking’s development, its operation or any other
aspect that is critical or otherwise important to one or more stakeholders.
Stakeholder Role is representing an aspect of a person or organisation that enables them to fulfil
a particular function.
The identified stakeholders involved in the separation management service defined by BUBBLES
are:
•

•

A Drone operator is the legal entity, whether natural or an organisation, who owns or
rents the drone(s) and is responsible for all operations that it performs. A person can be
both a drone operator and a remote pilot if he/she is also the person who actually flies
the drone. However, he/she can be the remote pilot without being a drone operator, if,
for example, he/she is a pilot working for a company which provides drone services. In
that case, the company is the drone operator (the equivalent of the airline for the pilot
in manned aviation).
U-space Service Provider (USSP) provides U-space service access to drone operators, to
pilots and/or to drones, to other operators visiting non-controlled VLL airspace. It is the
generic stakeholder who provides at least one of the U-space services. Depending on
the architecture deployment options and the services, multiple services could be
provided by different U-space service providers. It is possible to distinguish between the
providers of centralised services (i.e., Principal USSP) and concurrent service providers
aiming to interface with the drone and drone operator (Operator USSP). Within the
USSP category, it is considered the Supplemental Data Service Provider (SDSP) and the
CNS Infrastructure Service Providers. The SDPS is an entity that provides access to
supplemental data to support U-space services like weather, ground risk observation
like terrain data (building heights and digital elevation model) and population density.
CNS Infrastructure Service provides the technological infrastructure to provide
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•

•

•
•

communication, navigation, and surveillance services, as well as relevant monitoring
and coverage services.
Competent Authority or Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is the main authority, which
governs the airspace for the given geographical region. There is one unique certified
airspace authority in a given region. CAA will be responsible for designating U-space
services and relating activities: safety assessment and performance requirements for uspace services. Regarding the Separation management service defined by BUBBLES, the
Competent Authority shall be in charge of doing the risk analysis assessment to define
the applicable separation minima, the required SPR and the reference capacity.
Local authorities are the optional additional authorities that manage part of the
airspace in a given region or has some privileged roles permissions. The local authority
operates at the mandate of the regulating authority, which is the Civil Aviation
Authority.
Aviation user are users of the airspace other than drone operators. It includes those
concerned with manned aircraft, gliders, parachuting and similar.
CNS infrastructure service provider provides the technological infrastructure with
which the CNS service providers provide the actual CNS services. They also provide
relevant monitoring and coverage services. For the separation management process,
the monitoring of the CNS infrastructure service is needed in order to update the
separation minima accordingly.

Table 3-8 provides a description of main roles and their relevant responsibilities based on CORUS
- Annex K [20]:
Role

Explanation

Stakeholder

Drone pilot

UAS Pilot, Pilot in Command (ASSUMPTION), Remote Pilot Drone Operator
(RPIC) or Autonomous Pilot (APIC).
It is responsible for the safe execution of the flight according
to the U-space rules, whatever it is recreational or
professional with one of the different license levels, according
to the typology of the drone used. Could be Recreational or
Professional Drone Pilot.
He/she expects:
• more efficient flight preparation, including getting
permission (easier, quicker and more efficient);
• safer and more efficient flight execution due to improved
situational awareness in all operations (VLOS & BVLOS).

Drone operator Or UAS Operator, the operator being registered in operator Drone operator
representative
registry. An operator representative is a legal entity (i.e., a
natural person, a company or an organisation). An operator
representative has contact details.
How he/she interacts: User of geo-fence definitions during
flight planning, User of situation awareness computed from
the dynamic online traffic situation based on relevant
maintained tracks, Generalised actor that submits a flight
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Capacity
Authority

Drone
Aeronautical
Information
Manager
Pilot

plan, the person receiving warning and alerts from the
monitoring service
A person receiving warning and alerts from the monitoring
service.
Responsible for setting the minimum safe operating
conditions that determine the capacity of an airspace or an
aerodrome due to safety.
Responsible for setting noise level limits that limit capacity
due to noise footprint and “dose”
A body that is independent of the Aeronautical Information
Office and allows drone specific aeronautical information to
be registered, combines the information, assesses it and then
published the result.
It is the pilot of glider, parachutist, paraglider, balloon, GA,
military flight which share the airspace (even if occasionally)
in VLL operations.
How he/she interacts: In some environments, user of
situational awareness and monitoring alerts.

ANSP
USSP
Civil
Aviation
Authority
ANSP
AIMP
CIS
Aviation User

Table 3-8. Stakeholder roles from [20].

From an operational point of view, following diagram shows high level operational processes
(the blocks which represent the stakeholder and relevant activities) and information exchanges
among these processes (the arrows between blocks). The diagram is mainly focusing on U-space
separation management operation.

Figure 4. Interaction and Information Exchange diagram for separation management
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Information exchanges will be focused in order to provide the right information at right user and
time, in order to comply with safety, security and privacy requirements. These interactions,
named Information Exchanges, describe then the operational.

3.3.6 CNS/U-space and CNS/ATM description
This section describes the main CNS/U-space and CNS/ATM services that are part of the context
where the requirements have been consolidated.

3.3.6.1 CNS/U-space services
Regarding the CNS/U-space services, CORUS [1] defines a set of services for each of the volumes
(X, Y, Z) and these, in turn, are assigned a status:
•
•
•
•

Mandated: The service must be provided in the volume and must be used by any drone
operator flying in that volume.
Optional: The service may be provided in the volume and may be used by any drone
operator flying in that volume.
When-available: The service may be provided in the volume and when it is provided
then it must be used by any drone operator flying in that volume.
No: Not available.

Table 3-9 lists the latest version of the U-space services catalogue according to [21]. The services
are classified according to the volume they affect and assigned a status. It should be noted that
these services are not detailed for volume X, as it is out of scope of BUBBLES project.
Service

Y

Z

Registration

Mandated

Mandated

e-Identification

Mandated

Mandated

Registration Assistance

When available

When available

Tracking

When available

Mandated

Position report submission subservice

When available

Mandated

Surveillance Data Exchange

When available

Mandated

Drone Aeronautical Information
Management

Mandated

Mandated

Geo-awareness

Mandated

Mandated

Geo-Fencing provision

When available

Mandated

Operation plan
preparation/optimisation

Mandated

Mandated
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Risk Analysis Assistant

Mandated

Mandated

Drone Operation plan processing

Mandated

Mandated

Dynamic Capacity Management

When available

Mandated

Strategic Conflict Resolution

Mandated

Mandated

Tactical Conflict Resolution

No

Mandated

Emergency Management

When available

Mandated

Incident/Accident Reporting

Mandated

Mandated

Citizen Reporting

Mandated

Mandated

Monitoring

When available

Mandated

Traffic Information

When available

Mandated

Legal recording

When available

Mandated

Digital logbook

When available

Mandated

Navigation Infrastructure Monitoring

When available

Mandated

Communication Infrastructure
Monitoring

When available

Mandated

Weather Information

Mandated

Mandated

Geospatial Information

Optional

When available

Electromagnetic interference
information

Optional

When available

Population density map

Optional

When available

Communication/Navigation Coverage
Information

Optional

When available

Procedural Interface with ATC

When available

Mandated

Collaborative Interface with ATC

When available

Mandated

Table 3-9. U-space services offered in different airspace volumes.

The basic difference between Y and Z volumes is the availability of conflict resolution services:
in Y volumes there are only strategic conflict resolution and in Z volumes there are both strategic
and conflict resolution. The Z volume is divided in Zu volumes, where U-space provides tactical
conflict resolution, and Za volumes, where the separation is provided by the ATC, with the
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support of the U-space. According to Assumption #4-b, the latter are out of the scope of
BUBBLES.
In Zu volumes the U-space will offer ground-based tactical conflict resolution and there will be
no ATC involved. The U-space can offer this in two ways: U-space provides ATC-like separation
provision services issuing mandatory instructions (controlled airspace); or U-space provides
advises (uncontrolled airspace).

3.3.6.2 CNS/ATM services
ATM services in the U-space operational environment
The ATM services and the procedures set up by the ICAO to provide them are described in depth
in [25] and are summarised in Figure 5.

Air Traffic
Managment
(ATM)
ICAO DOC 4444

Air Space Managment (ASM).
Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM).
Air Traffic Services (ATS).

Air Traffic Control Service (ATC)
Flight Information Service (FIS)
Air Traffic Advisory Service (ATAS)
Alert Service (AS)

Figure 5. Air Traffic Management Services.

Air Space Management (ASM) and Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) are services provided
during the pre-flight phase, whereas Air Traffic Services (ATS) are services provided immediately
before the flight and during its execution ([24], [25]):
•

•

•

•

•

ASM aims at maximising the utilisation of available airspace by dynamic time-sharing
and, at times, the segregation of airspace among various categories of users based on
short-term needs.
ATFM has the objective of contributing to a safe, orderly and expeditious flow of air
traffic by ensuring that Air Traffic Control (ATC) capacity is utilised to the maximum
extent possible, and that the traffic volume is compatible with the capacities declared
by the appropriate authority.
ATS is defined by ICAO (Annex 11 and PANS-ATM [25]) as ‘A generic term meaning
variously, Flight Information Service, Alerting Service, Air Traffic Advisory Service, Air
Traffic Control Service (Area Control Service, Approach Control Service or Aerodrome
Control Service)’.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) is stablished to prevent collisions (between aircraft and, on the
manoeuvring area, between aircraft and obstructions) and to expedite and maintain an
orderly flow of air traffic.
Flight Information Service (FIS) gives advice and information useful for the safe and
efficient conduct of flights.
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•

•

Air Traffic Advisory Service (ATAS) is provided in order to make information on collision
hazards more effective than it would be in the mere provision of FIS. ATAS has been
available wherever ATC cannot be provided and the information provided by the FIS
does not meet the requirements.
Alerting Service (AS) notifies and assists appropriate organizations when there is an
aircraft which needs search and rescue aid.

When flying under VFR, the pilot is the sole responsible for maintaining the separation, with the
support of the ATAS and the FIS. In flights conducted under IFR, the responsibility is shared
between the pilot and the ATC (the latter issues mandatory clearances and instructions and the
former has to apply them).
The ATS provided to a flight depends on:
a) Whether the aircraft flies under VFR or IFR.
b) The airspace class where the flight takes place.
Chapter 5.10 of PANS-ATM [23] clarifies that in controlled airspace it is sometimes necessary for
ATC to issue traffic information (as would be provided in the FIS service) depending on the class
of airspace and presence of VFR traffic. ICAO states that “… ATC is required to provide separation
between IFR flights in airspace Classes A to E, and between IFR and VFR flights in Classes B and
C. ATC is not required to provide separation between VFR flights, except within airspace Class B.
Therefore, IFR or VFR flights may constitute essential traffic to IFR traffic, and IFR flights may
constitute essential traffic to VFR traffic. However, a VFR flight would not constitute essential
traffic to other VFR flights except within Class B airspace.” “Essential” traffic information is the
same as that which would be provided in a FIS designated airspace (e.g., Class G), but which
however is provided to IFR and VFR aircraft in controlled airspace by an ATC.
The airspace classes and the ATS services provided therein are defined in [23] and are
summarised in Table 3-10.

Controlled

Kind

CLASS

TRAFFIC

Separation

A

IFR

ALL

ATC

B

IFR
VFR

ALL

ATC

IFR

IFR /IFR
IFR /VFR

ATC

VFR

VFR/IFR

IFR

IFR/IFR

VFR

None

C

D

ATS Services

1. VFR/IFR: ATC.
2. VFR/VFR: ATAS will provide:
a. Traffic information.
b. Traffic avoidance advice (on demand).
1. IFR/IFR: ATC.
2. IFR/VFR: ATAS will provide:
a. Traffic information.
b. Traffic avoidance advice (on demand).
ATAS will provide:
a. Traffic information.
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b. Traffic avoidance advice (on demand).

Uncontrolled

E

IFR

IFR/IFR

VFR

None

F

IFR

G

VFR
IFR
VFR

IFR/IFR
(whenever
possible)
None
None

1. IFR/IFR: ATC.
2. IFR/VFR: ATAS will provide traffic information
(whenever possible).
ATAS will provide traffic information (whenever
possible).
ATAS, FIS.
FIS
FIS

Table 3-10. ATS per airspace class

Assumption #7
In VLL volumes where the Separation management service will be provided, manned aircraft
flying under VFR and manned and unmanned aircraft flying under IFR will be provided with flight
information service and air traffic advisory service by the corresponding air traffic service unit.
Surveillance systems supporting the provision of ATM and U-space services in the U-space
BUBBLES conducted a thorough survey of the available sources of sources of surveillance data
supporting either ATM or U-space services in U-space airspaces where the Separation
management service will be provided. Interested readers may refer to Appendix A of deliverable
D7.1 (Availability Note for the xPM Tool_Ed. 01.00.00) [26].

3.3.7 Applicable standards and regulations
Regulation on UAS operations
•
•
•
•

•

COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2019/945 of 12 March 2019 on unmanned
aircraft systems and on third-country operators of unmanned aircraft systems [10].
COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2019/947 of 24 May 2019 on the rules
and procedures for the operation of unmanned aircraft [11].
AMC & GM to COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2019-947 — Issue 1
[27].
COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2020/639 of 12 May 2020 amending
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947 as regards standard scenarios for operations
executed in or beyond the visual line of sight [28].
EASA, AMC & GM to Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019-947 — Issue 1,
Amendment 1 [29].

Framework regulation on the U-space
•

COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2021/664 of 22 April 2021 [14] on a
regulatory framework for the U-space, defining the U-space airspace as ‘UAS
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•

•

geographical zone designated by Member States, where UAS operations are only
allowed to take place with the support of U-space services’ and setting forth:
COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2021/665 of 22 April 2021 [30],
amending the CIR 2017/373 to set forth additional requirements for the Air Navigation
Service Providers (ANSP) providing Air Traffic Services (ATS) to manned aircraft in a Uspace airspace.
COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2021/666 of 22 April 2021 [16],
amending the Single European Sky Rules of the Air (SERA) defined in the CIR 923/2012
to set forth additional requirements for manned aircraft flying within a U-space airspace
and not receiving Air Traffic Control (ATC) service from an ANSP.

At the moment of the writing of this document, the work related to the development of
Acceptable Means of Compliance and Guidance Material (AMC & GM) for these
Implementing Rules (IR) has led to the publication of the NPA 2021-14 by the EASA [31].
Standards.
•

Joint authorities for rulemaking on unmanned systems (JARUS), Guidelines on SORA,
2019 (AMC for Art. 11 of [11]).

•
•

ASTM Standard Specification for Remote ID and Tracking (F3411 − 19)
EUROCAE ED-282, Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) for
Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) Electronic Identification (e-Identification) used for
safety purposes in a very low level (VLL) environment (Draft).
EN4709-002, Aerospace systems – Unmanned Aircraft Systems – Part 002: Direct
Remote Identification.
ASTM F3548-21, Standard Specification for UAAS Traffic Management (UTM) UAS
Service Supplier (USP) Interoperabiity.
ASTM WK69690, Draft Surveillance SDSP Standard.

•
•
•

Interested readers may refer to section §2.1 of BUBBLES deliverable D2.1 [2] for a detailed
summary of applicable regulations and to Appendix B of BUBBLES deliverable D.7.1 [26] for a
survey on the available standards.

3.4 Detailed Operating Method
3.4.1 Previous Operating Method
Currently, UAS operations in Europe do not make use of U-space services, irrespective of the
type of operation (VLOS or BVLOS). The only mitigation measures that are being implemented
are those stemming from the SORA analysis required to get an operational authorisation or to
use a standard scenario or a standard predefined risk assessment for operations in the ‘specific’
category [27], [28], [29].
Nonetheless, BUBBLES considers the U-space concept of operations defined by the CORUS
project as the baseline for the definition of the separation management service,
notwithstanding it has not been actually deployed.
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Therefore, the description of the previous operating mode is based on the CORUS ConOps,
which is used to identify possible gaps in the U-space operation.
Initial assessment of the effectiveness of U-space services to mitigate the pre-existing risks.
The pre-existing risk addressed by BUBBLES consist of mi mid-air collisions between UAS or
between them and manned VFR aircraft.
The condition for a collision to occur is that two aircraft fly conflicting trajectories (i.e.,
converging in space and time) and pilots do not manoeuvre to avoid the collision. This may
happen due to the following threats:
Threat #1
UAS operators are not aware of the intent of other aircraft operators when planning their
operations.

Threat #2
Pilots are not aware that they are flying conflicting trajectories.

Threat #3
Pilots’ manoeuvres are not effective to avoid the collision when they detect that are flying
conflicting trajectories.
To prevent this threat, UAS operators have to file an operation plan to a USSP which will ensure
that there is no conflict with previously approved UAS operation plans. To this purpose, the Uspace provides UAS operators with several U-space services that cater for the conflict
management capability both at strategic (i.e., related to the intended UAS trajectories) and
tactical level (i.e., related to the actual execution of the flight), as established by [17]and [32].
According to the definitions made by [7], [20], [22], these U-space services are:
At strategic level
•

•

•

Operation plan preparation/optimisation): The operational plan preparation and
optimisation service helps the drone operator to prepare an operation plan and submit
it to U-space.
Drone operation plan processing: The operation plan processing service receives the
plan and provides the appropriate answer according to the characteristics of the mission
and applicable regulations. The service replies with approval or not (in this case, with an
explanation of why approval has not been given).
Dynamic capacity management: Dynamic capacity management aims to match demand
with capacity and has two threads: demand may be regulated to match capacity, or
capacity may be changed to match demand. The service monitors demand for airspace
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•

•

and manages access to that airspace based on the drone density thresholds defined
(that can be dynamically modified).
Strategic Conflict Resolution: Strategic conflict resolution occurs before take-off and
resolves conflicts in the planned operations. The service provides deconfliction
assistance to a drone operator at strategic level and it is initiated by the operation plan
processing service. It can be initiated when a new operation plan has been submitted or
when an already submitted operation plan has changed. The flight plan is compared to
other known flight plans, the service compares the probabilities of where each aircraft
will be at each moment in time, and, in case of conflict, a deconfliction in time or route
(conflict-free alternative trajectories) could be proposed. So, the service has two phases:
first it detects conflicts, then it proposes solutions.
Monitoring: The monitoring service warns the remote pilot and/or drone operator if the
drone is not following its operation plan. The warnings are based on information coming
from the tracking service and the operation plan processing service. As operation plans
will be deconﬂicted before ﬂight, monitoring that the operation plans are followed is a
safety critical service. In the same way, monitoring feeds the tactical deconﬂiction with
critical information. Although this service is provided to UAS in the air, since it aims at
ensuring that the flight is being executed as planned, it clearly corresponds to the
strategic level.

The U-space does not support the mitigation of the collision risk between UAS and manned
aircraft at strategic level.
At tactical level
•

•

•

Tracking service: The service provider uses cooperative and non-cooperative
surveillance data to maintain track-identity of individual drones. Tracking service
receives all position reports in its area of interest. Tracks are built using a statistical
process that can be assisted by having access to the operation plans of the flights. This
service should contain some sanity checks on the data being received and should be able
to flag suspicious position reports. It should produce track updates at a rate that is
appropriate for the airspaces that are in its area of interest.
Position report submission sub-service: This service is an important part of the Tracking
service and allows it to receive position reports concerning drones. Position reports
could originate as e-Identification signals, received at the remote piloting station, and
forwarded to U-space. Position report submission sub-service should not just allow
reports to be sent, it should also give feedback that they are being received and there
should emit alerts when some agreed time passes without a report. Position report
submission will need to be secure, reliable, and low latency. The information in
Position reports is safety critical.
e-Identification: The service allows the identification of a drone operator from a drone
in operation. The identification provides access to the information stored in the registry
based on an identifier emitted electronically by the drone. The identification service
includes the localisation of the drones (position and time stamp). Remote Identification
is expected to have two implementations, Direct and Network. Direct Remote
Identification is a drone capability relating to the broadcast of an identifying signal with
the intention that it is received on some device nearby. Network Remote Identification
is a process allowing someone using a device which is able to detect the current position
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•

•

•

•

of the drone to consult the tracking data of U-space, identify the relevant track and
obtain equivalent identification information.
Surveillance data exchange service: This service exchanges information between the
Tracking service and other sources or consumers of tracks such as: (1) Primary radar and
drone detection similar systems, for example used at airports; (2) Drone tracking
services based on cellular telephony information and similar; (3) Motion capture
systems and similar that use their own tracking process; (4) ATM aircraft surveillance
systems; (5) and Neighbouring drone trackers.
Traffic Information: This service provides the drone operator with traffic information
coming from any kind of monitoring services. Also based on the tracking service, the
traffic information service provides the drone pilot and/or operator with information
and warnings about other ﬂights – manned or unmanned – that are expected to come
near their aircraft. The traffic information service will also present the ‘air situation’
graphically. This service also gives access to the traffic densities expected in the near
future at any location, as calculated from operation plans that have been submitted.
Tactical Conflict Resolution: The Tactical Conflict Resolution service resolves conflicts
that are detected during the flight and can only be offered if the positions and
movements of all aircraft are known by the tracking service. Based on these tracks the
service predicts conflicts and then issues advice or instructions to aircraft to change their
speed, level or heading as needed to resolve these conflicts. The service can be
implemented as an advisory service (provides information to the operators or the
drones to ensure separation management when flying) or a system giving instructions.
The Tactical conflict resolution service requires that the positions of all aircraft are
known and frequently updated in the airspace volume being served, and further that
the precision with which these positions are known can be reliably determined.
Communication Infrastructure Monitoring: This service provides status information
about communication infrastructure. This service is used during operations. The service
should give warnings of degradation of communications infrastructure.

Detect and Avoid (DAA) systems
The concept of detect and avoid (DAA) arose when the FAA started the development of the
airborne collision avoidance system (ACAS X) approach, aimed at improving the collision
avoidance capabilities of the currently used traffic collision avoidance systems (TCAS II). For
manned aircraft, the ACAS X just provides an improved CA capability. However, for unmanned
aircraft, the ACAS Xu ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia., which was initially
planned as a standard for systems only performing the Collision Avoidance (CA) function in UAS,
evolved into a full DAA system integrating both remain well clear (RWC) and collision avoidance
(CA) functions.
The RWC function refers to tactical maneuvers performed within a timeframe nominally
sufficient to coordinate with ATC and it is intended to support “out-the-window-like” actions of
remote pilots of remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) to mitigate collision risk when
operating along with manned aircraft (both VFR and IFR) in non-segregated airspaces ¡Error! No
se encuentra el origen de la referencia.. According to the ICAO RPAS manual, the RWC function
refers to the provision of separation by the airspace user supported by onboard systems ¡Error!
No se encuentra el origen de la referencia..
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In ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia., the CA function in DAA sticks to the
original definition in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.: urgent maneuvers
performed as a last resort to prevent mid-air collision when all other modes of separation fail.
To develop the concept of DAA, the work of RTCA SC-147, focused on ACAS, was extended to
RWC, which was the focus of RTCA SC-228, working in the development of the minimum
operational performance standards (MOPSs) for RPAS. The work from SC-147 was quite
different from the one developed in SC-228: one of the hypotheses of the SC-228 work was that
an RPA might fly without a CA function and rely solely on a RWC function. The definition and
harmonisation of the limits between RWC and CA became an important issue when both
committees started to work jointly. Additionally, the RWC distance, mainly coined for selfseparation, requires some additional considerations to extend it to UAS controlled airspaces.
ACAS sXu is the extension of ACAS Xu to small UAS (wingspan ≤ 25 ft or weight ≤ 55 lbs).
In the UTM ConOps, DAA is envisaged as part of the UTM Conflict advisory and alerting service.
In this context, DAA is assumed to provide warnings and directive guidance (without precluding
the participation of a pilot-in-the-loop) without applying any kind of right-of-way rule. RWC and
CA can be provided as separated, federated functions or as a continuous protection level applied
with different protection volumes.
In Europe, the CORUS ConOps consider the DAA as a backup in case the Tactical conflict
resolution service fails. Also, in EUROPE, EUROCAE WG 105 SG 1 developed an operational
services and environment description (OSED) for DAA in the very low level airspace (VLL) ¡Error!
No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.. The high-level operational description of DAA
systems in this document considers RWC and CA to be separated functions provided according
to some kind of right-of-way rules. RWC provides warnings and suggestive guidance whereas CA
provides warnings and directive guidance.
The ED 267 OSED also considers that any conflict must be solved by a single separator agent.
Therefore, when acting in airspace volumes where a U-space Tactical conflict resolution service
is provided, DAA must be interoperable with it, but the service is charge with the responsibility
of solving the tactical conflicts. EUROCAE WG 105 SG 1 is currently developing a MOPS for DAA
in the VLL and is evaluating the applicability of the RTCA ACAS sXu standard in Europe.
With this operating mode, the U-space mitigates the threads identified above in the following
ways:
Mitigation to threat #1
M#10: UAS fly trajectories approved by the Operational plan processing service and strategically
deconflicted by the Strategic conflict resolution service.02,

Mitigation to threat #2
M#20: The Monitoring service warns pilots when they do not fly the approved trajectory.
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M#21: The Traffic information service provides pilots with information about nearby traffic
(manned and unmanned).
M#22: The Tactical conflict resolution service warns pilots when they fly converging trajectories
and separation minima might be compromised.

Mitigation to threat #3
M#30: The Tactical conflict resolution service may assist pilots to solve the conflict providing
guidance (either suggestive or directive).

Identification of gaps in the previous operating mode
During the assessment of the ability of the U-space to mitigate the risk of a mid-air collision, the
following gaps were identified:
At strategic level
Gap #1
The Strategic conflict resolution service detects when two or more UAS compete for the use of
the airspace (a.k.a. strategic conflict). The strategic conflict resolution service should apply 4D
volumes to this purpose, considering the uncertainties of the UA position along and around the
nominal trajectory. These 4D volumes should be defined according to the characteristics of the
involved UAS.

Gap #2
The Operational plan processing service issues flight authorisations considering the demand vs
capacity balancing processes conducted by the Dynamic capacity management service. This
service needs to know the separation minima applied at tactical level to establish an appropriate
balance between demand and capacity without compromising safety.
At tactical level
Gap #3
For a given conflict, there is a need to define the conflict horizon where the conflict must be
searched, when a conflict must be declared, which is the separator in charge of solving the
conflict, which are the applicable separation minima and methods, as well as the separation
mode the separator must use.
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Gap #4
Separation minima must be updated when the CNS performance is somehow degraded.

Gap #5
The use of DAA systems, either for RWC or CA, is not clearly defined in relation to the U-space
services.

Gap #6
The use of the concept of ‘tracking’ is ambiguous and may result misleading. On the one hand,
when describing the e-Identification service, the Network remote identification is defined as ‘a
process allowing someone using a (portable) device which is able to detect the current position
of the drone to consult the tracking data of U-space’. On the other hand, when describing the
Tracking service, the Network remote identification sub-service is defined as ‘a part of the Uspace Tracking service and will be available for authorised users. Although both definitions are
equivalent, the former seems closer to applications such as the ‘flight radar’, which is widely
used in manned aviation. The latter fits better the definition of a ground-based surveillance
sensor for ATC purposes, according to the definition in [6].

3.4.2 New SESAR Operating Method
Since BUBBLES focus on the separation provision at tactical level, Gap #1 is out of the scope of
project, but it will be addressed by defining a future R&D need in the project final report.
Gaps #2, #3, #4 and #5 are addressed by proposing a new operating method based on the
provision of a new U-space service, the separation management service, which is proposed as a
SESAR solution. This section describes the new operating method and formalises it by means of
a set of operational requirements (REQ-BUBBLES-OP-XXXX).
Gap #6 is addressed by redefining how surveillance operations take place in the U-space, as
described below.
BUBBLES approach to surveillance in the U-space
Addressing Gap #5, b
• Direct remote ID (part of the former e-Identification service) is out of the scope of the
U-space (it addresses privacy and security issues)
• Network remote identification service (part of the former e-Identification service): this
service allows someone using a device to get information about UAS. This information
may encompass the current or delayed position of the UAS, UAS identification number,
UAS operator, UAS mission description from the operational plan, the take-off position,
among others, and shall be accessed according to the profile of the user ((e.g., law
enforcement bodies, citizens, etc.). The Network remote Identification service will
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obtain the UAS information from the Reporting positioning submission service. This is
not a safety-critical service; therefore, no integrity check is required.
Position report distribution service: This service plays an important role in the U-space
surveillance operations. It will feed the Surveillance data processing service with
cooperative surveillance data. Position report messages shall be originated in the UAS
(either in the UA or in the ground control station) and forwarded to the Position report
submission service by means of a secure, reliable, and low latency communication link.
Position report messages shall contain, at least, the unique identifier of the UAS
(according to [10]), the position of the UAS, the time of applicability of the UAS position
and, accuracy and integrity indicators (similar to the NAC and NIC in ADS-B messages).
The UAS operator is responsible for making the position report messages available to
the Position report distribution service. The Position report distribution service will
assemble Position report messages in target reports that will make available to the
services that will make use of them (e.g., Surveillance data processing service, Network
remote identification service or Traffic information service, among others). When the
Position report messages are used to provide separation to UAS, this is a safety-critical
functionality.
Surveillance data exchange service: This service receives information from cooperative
and non-cooperative surveillance sources and makes it available to the Surveillance data
processing service in form of target reports. When these target reports are used to
provide separation to UAS, this is a safety-critical service. The Surveillance data
exchange service may also make available target reports produced by the Surveillance
data processing service to third party systems or services (e.g., ATS or counter UAS
systems).
Surveillance data processing service (former Tracking service): This service uses
cooperative and non-cooperative surveillance data provided by the Position report
distribution service and by the Surveillance data exchange service to create and
maintain tracks of individual drones. The Surveillance data processing service receives
target reports in its area of interest. Tracks are built using a statistical process that can
be assisted by having access to the operation plans of the flights. This service is safetycritical; thus:
1. It shall perform an integrity check on the data being received; the integrity check
may be supported by information contained in the target reports (e.g., NIC) or
by cross-checking target reports coming from different surveillance sources).
2. It shall comply with a set of performance requirements (probability of update
or horizontal and vertical position accuracies, among others) appropriate for the
environments where it will be used. A conformance assessment shall be done
on the data delivered by the Surveillance data processing service.

•

•

•

The new operating mode assumes that:
Assumption #8
The following U-space services (as described in [7]) are available in VLL volumes where the
Separation management service is provided:
•
•

Operation plan processing.
Strategic Conflict Resolution.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring.
Surveillance data processing service
Position report distribution service.
Surveillance data exchange service.
Traffic Information.
Tactical conflict resolution. This service is considered made of two sub-services:
Tactical conflict detection and Tactical conflict resolution.

Assumption #9
All UAS flying in a VLL volume where the Separation management service is provided have a pilot
in command (PIC) charged with responsibility of the safe conduct of the flight. The PIC may be
either a human being remotely piloting the UAS (optionally with the support of electronic
systems such as the autopilot) or an airborne autonomous system.

Assumption #10
All UAS flying in a VLL volume where the Separation management service is provided fly
according to an operational plan that has been previously deconflicted.

Assumption #11
All aircraft (manned or unmanned) flying in VLL volumes where the Separation management
service is provided submit at regular intervals reports containing at least their identity and
position.

Assumption #12
Not all UAS flying in a VLL volume where the Separation management service will be provided
are equipped with DAA-CA systems.
The BUBBLES separation management service is in charge of providing all the U-space
stakeholders involved in the management of tactical conflicts with all the information that is
needed so that conflicts are solved applying the same set of rules and the same separation
minima in order to achieve a predefined TLS (thus addressing Gap #3).
The Separation management service considers that that the solution of a conflict may be
formulated either a by a U-space service or by the airspace user (i.e., PICs by themselves or
supported by a DAA-RWC systems), thus addressing Gap #5. Irrespective of the agent charged
with the responsibility of formulating the solution of the conflict, it will be always executed by
the PIC, as per assumption #9.
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To this purpose, the separation management service is structured in 5 blocks, each of them
charged with the responsibility of providing one particular piece of information so that the
service can be provided by assembling them. Figure 6 shows the conceptual architecture of the
BUBBLES separation management service, where the blue boxes correspond to static
information defined at strategic level and the green one stands for information which is
dynamically updated at tactical level.

Figure 6. Conceptual architecture of the BUBBLES separation management service.

To produce the information needed to support the support the solution of tactical conflicts,
BUBBLES separation management service uses a set of supplementary tools, namely: (1)
BUBBLES reference scenarios; (2) the Accident Incident Model (AIM); (3) the Target Level of
Safety (TLS) that must be attained; (4) Tools to estimate the risk of mid-air collision in U-space
airspaces; and (5) tools to compute the U-space airspace capacity limit due to mitigated mid-air
collision risk.
Due to its nature, the Separation management service should be provided by a single service
provider. This could be done by the Drone aeronautical management service. However, it better
fits the definition of common information services given by CIR 2021/664: “a service consisting
in the dissemination of static and dynamic data to enable the provision of U-space services for
the management of traffic of unmanned aircraft.” Hence, BUBBLES proposes that the separation
management service might be provided as a subset of CIS, and the information to be provided
would be defined according to the risk assessment performed by the Civil Aviation Authorities
(CAA).
Assumption #13
The separation management service is provided as a subset of Common information services, as
per regulation CIR (EU) 2021/664; the information to be provided is defined by the Civil Aviation
Authorities based on the risk assessment performed according to CIR (EU) 2021/664.
BUBBLES proposes the separation management service to be either:
▪

▪

Optional in U-space airspaces where tactical conflict resolution service is not provided (i.e.:
CORUS Y volumes). In these airspaces, the separation management service might enable a
ground-based safety net (similar to the Short-Term Conflict Alerting system used in manned
aviation) supporting RPICs to perform tactical deconfliction processes (i.e.: remain clear
from hazards) in a harmonized fashion.
Mandatory in U-space airspaces where tactical conflict resolution service is provided (i.e.:
CORUS Z volumes). In these airspaces, the separation management service shall act as a
single point of truth to be used as reference for the different USSPs operating in the airspace,
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to guarantee all tactical deconfliction processes are executed in a harmonised, fair, and
efficient manner.
At a service level description, Separation Management Service consists of 3 different
components (see Figure 7. Separation management service architecture):
1. Risk Analysis Support (RAS): responsible for computing the reference separation
minima given the SPR/INTEROP targets and for choosing the conflict horizon, separation
methods and separation modes in the pre-operational phase. To this, the scenario
characteristics, traffic density, traffic mix and U-space volume type information is
needed. Thus, all the blocks defined above are assembled within the RAS.
2. Dynamic Separation Adjustment (DSA): in charge of recomputing separation minima in
the operational phase. Within this component is block 4, fed from both the CSPM
(explained next) and the RAS.
3. Communications and Surveillance Performance Monitoring (CSPM): in charge of
monitoring in real time the communication and surveillance performance analysing the
drone telemetry data received by the Surveillance data and the Position report
submission services. If the performance is degraded, the CSPM sends the new CNS
performance situation to the DSA to recompute separation minima accordingly.

Figure 7. Separation management service architecture

Separation Management Service could be considered as a U-space Supporting Service. It
provides data to be used by other services (see Figure 8) as Strategic Conflict Resolution Service,
Tactical Conflict Detection Service (conflict horizon and separation minima), Tactical Conflict
Resolution service (separation methods) or Drone Operation Plan Processing (separation
modes).
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Figure 8. Integration of Separation Management Service with other U-space services

The BUBBLES initial functional baseline consists of the following sequence of operations (in
italics we highlight those U-space services that are going to be used while normal bolds
characters are used to denote those components or U-space services that are going to be
defined or updated by the project):
During the U-space airspace designation.
1. The Competent Authority will perform a risk assessment using the BUBBLES Risk
Analysis Support for a given airspace taking into account the type and density of traffic,
location, altitudes or heights and airspace classification to obtain an initial generic
ConOps catalogue to be used as a basis to identify the traffic classes and traffic mix.
2. The Competent Authority will perform a safety assessment using also the BUBBLES Risk
Analysis Support to establish the minimum list of U-space services and the applicable
safety requirements, as well as the performance requirements for the CNS systems and,
if necessary, the required UAS capabilities and the acceptable means of compliance. This
information will lead to define the applicable OSED that will have to be used by the UAS
operators and the USSP to tailor their aircrafts capabilities and U-space services
performance to the particular U-space airspace.

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0010

Title

Risk assessment and initial ConOps catalogue obtention.

Description

The Competent Authority shall perform a risk assessment for a given
airspace using the BUBBLES Risk Analysis Support. With the risk
assessment, the Competent Authority shall obtain an initial generic
ConOps catalogue.

Service/Capability
name

<Risk Analysis Assistance>;<Risk Analysis Support>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>
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Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

This risk assessment considers, for a given airspace, the type,
complexity and density of traffic, location, altitudes or heights and
airspace classification.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0011

Title

Safety assessment and OSED definition.

Description

The Competent Authority shall perform a safety assessment using the
BUBBLES Risk Analysis support for a given airspace to define the
applicable OSED catalogue.

Service/Capability
name

<Risk Analysis Assistance>;<Risk Analysis Support>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The Competent Authority, upon the results of the safety assessment,
will establish for the given airspace, the minimum list of U-space
services and their safety requirements, as well as the performance
requirements for the CNS systems and, if necessary, the required UAS
capabilities, as well as the acceptable means of compliance.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0012

Title

OSED catalogue for UAS and USSP.

Description

The UAS operators and the USSP shall use this OSEDs catalogue to
tailor their aircrafts capabilities and U-space services performance to
the particular U-space airspace.

Service/Capability
name

<Risk Analysis Assistance>;<Risk Analysis Support>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>
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Additional
information

The safety assessment establishes, if necessary, the required UAS
capabilities.

Status

<Defined>

In the pre-flight phase:
1. The Operation Plan Processing service will pass to the Risk Analysis Support the
Operation Plan description previously introduced by the UAS operator, including the
operation area.
2. The Common Information services will pass to the Risk Analysis Support information
about traffic density and the operational volume characteristics.
3. The Risk Analysis Support will correlate the Operation Plan description and other
scenario characteristics information received with the reference data stored in the
generic ConOps and OSED catalogues.
4. The Risk Analysis Support will assign the separation mode to each Operation plan, the
separation methods, the conflict horizon, the SPR/INTEROP targets (or CNS performance
metrics) and the reference separation minima for the given scenario, taking into account
the available CNS systems in the operation area and their performance. This information
will be sent to the Common Information Service.
5. The Common Information service, will send:
a. The separation mode assigned to each Operation Plan to the Operation Plan
Processing service.
b. The reference separation minima, separation methods, and conflict horizon to the
Tactical Conflict Detection/Resolution service (in case of ‘tactical ground-based’
separation).
c. The reference separation minima to the UAS Detect and Avoid (DAA) system (in case
of ‘tactical self-separated’ separation).
d. The reference separation minima to the ATM systems through the Procedural
Interface to ATM, for UAS flying in Za volumes.

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0020

Title

Operation Plan submission.

Description

The Operation Plan Processing service shall pass the Operational Plan
to the Risk Analysis Support.

Service/Capability
name

<Operation plan preparation/optimisation>; < Risk Analysis Support>;
<Operation Plan Processing service>

Category

<Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>
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Additional
information

The UAS operator shall send their Operational Plan before the flight.
The Operational Plan should include the operation area coordinates.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0021

Title

Scenario characterisation.

Description

The Common Information services shall send general information
about the scenario to the Risk Analysis Support.

Service/Capability
name

<Drone Aeronautical Information Management>; < Risk Analysis
Support>; <Common Information Service>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The general information should be sufficient to characterise the
operational scenario and to be able to designate the reference
separation minima and the CNS performance metrics as well as the
modes and/or methods and conflict horizon.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0022

Title

Operation plan correlation and separation minima assignation.

Description

The Risk Analysis Support tool shall correlate the Operational Plan and
the scenario characteristics with the generic ConOps and OSED
catalogues.

Service/Capability
name

<Risk Analysis Support>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>; <Interoperability Ops/Tech>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

With this correlation, the Risk Analysis Support can assign the
applicable separation minima and separation mode for each U-space
user.
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Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0023

Title

Relevant information for separation provision assignation.

Description

The Risk Analysis Support shall assign the applicable separation
minima, automation and separation modes, conflict horizon and
SPR/INTEROP targets for each U-space user in the given scenario. The
Risk Analysis Support shall send this information to the Common
Information Service.

Service/Capability
name

< Risk Analysis Support >; <Common Information Service>;

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The relevant information for separation provision includes: separation
mode of each U-space user, the separation minima, separation mode
and methods, as well as the conflict horizon and the SPR/INTEROP
targets (or CNS performance metrics) applicable in the given
operational area or scenario. This requirement address gap #3

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0024

Title

Information for separation provision distribution.

Description

The Common Information Service shall distribute the relevant
information for separation provision to the corresponding services.

Service/Capability
name

<Common Information Service>; <Operation Plan processing>;
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Tactical Conflict Detection>;
<Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Detect and Avoid>; <Procedural
Interface with ATC>

Category

<Minimum performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

Through the Operation Plan Processing service, the pilot will be
informed of the separation mode to which he/she is assigned. The
separation minima assigned to each aircraft, as well as the conflict
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horizon will be sent to the Tactical Conflict Detection service. The
separation modes will be used by the Tactical Conflict Resolution
service and the SPR/INTEROP targets (or CNS performance metrics)
will be used by the Dynamic Separation Adjustment.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0025

Title

Separation mode information distribution.

Description

The Common Information Service shall send the separation mode to
the Operation Plan Processing service. the relevant information for
separation provision to the corresponding services.

Service/Capability
name

<Common Information Service>; <Operation Plan processing>

Category

<Minimum performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The separation mode should be included in the Operation Plan so that
the pilot is aware of it.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0026

Title

Separation minima and methods and Conflict horizon information
distribution.

Description

The Common Information Service shall send the applicable separation
minima, separation methods and conflict horizon to the Tactical
Conflict Detection/Resolution service, in case of ‘tactical groundbased’ separation.

Service/Capability
name

<Common Information Service>; <Strategic Conflict Resolution>;
<Tactical Conflict Detection>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>

Category

<Minimum performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>
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Additional
information

The Strategic Conflict Resolution service should solve any possible
conflict taking into consideration that information. The Tactical
Conflict Detection service should detect conflicts considering the
conflict horizon and the applicable separation minima assigned to
each aircraft based on its traffic class, and the Tactical Conflict
Resolution service should propose manoeuvres to solve potential
conflicts based on the best separation method.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0027

Title

Separation minima distribution in case of tactical self-separation.

Description

The Common Information Service shall send the applicable separation
minima to the UAS Detect and Avoid (DAA) system, in case of ‘tactical
self-separation’. The DAA capability shall use the situational
awareness to provide the Remain well Clear (RWC) function.

Service/Capability
name

<Common Information Service>; <Detect and Avoid>

Category

<Minimum performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The situational awareness needed for the DAA can be obtained from
the Traffic Information service or generated on-board.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0028

Title

Optimising the use of the VLL through pairwise separation minima
(OPTIONAL).

Description

The Dynamic Capacity Management service may use the separation
minima assigned by the Separation Management service to
dynamically optimise the use of the VLL. This requirement addresses
Gap #2 and is considered optional, since capacity and demand
balancing is out of the scope of BUBBLES.

Service/Capability
name

<Dynamic Capacity Management>; <Risk Assessment Support>;
<Dynamic Separation Adjustment>
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Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
Information

The Risk Assessment Support and the Dynamic Separation
Adjustment tools are part of the Separation Management service
described by BUBBLES.

Status

<Defined>

In the in-flight phase:
1. In case of ‘tactical ground-based’ separation, the Tactical Conflict Detection service will
receive the tracks obtained by the Surveillance data processing service (including the
UAS/manned aircrafts eID) and will check that all the U-space users maintain the
assigned separation minima. If it detects a potential infringement of the separation
minima, it will issue an alarm to the Tactical Conflict Resolution service and will monitor
whether the conflict is solved.
2. The Tactical Conflict Resolution service will issue separation instructions to the UAS PIC
to solve any potential conflict detected, while preserving the overall safety level.
3. In case of ‘tactical self-separation’, the UAS DAA system will check that the UAS
maintains the assigned separation minima based on the situational awareness obtained
from internal or external sources. If it detects a potential infringement of the separation
minima, it will issue separation instructions to the UAS PIC.
4. In both cases (ground-based and self-separated), the CNS Performance Monitoring
tools (named CSPM) will monitor the CNS systems performance and will issue warnings
to the Dynamic Separation Adjustment when the values of the performance metrics
change.
5. Upon the received CNS performance information, the Dynamic Separation Adjustment
will assess whether the separation minima and/or methods need to be updated in order
to preserve the overall safety level. If so, the updated values will be sent to the Tactical
Conflict Detection service or to the UAS DAA system service if needed.
6. In case that a performance degradation is detected in the surveillance systems, the
values of the performance metrics will be fed into the Tracking service so that the
tracking algorithms can be adapted to them.
7. Optionally, the separation minima assigned by BUBBLES may be used by the Dynamic
Capacity Management service to dynamically optimise the use of the VLL.

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0030

Title

Tactical ground-based separation provision - detection.

Description

The Tactical Conflict Detection service (TCDS) shall check that all the
U-space users maintain the assigned separation minima with the
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information received from the Tracking and the Surveillance Data
services.
If a conflict is detected, the TCDS shall issue an alarm to the Tactical
Conflict Resolution service (TCRS) and monitor whether the conflict is
solved.

Service/Capability
name

<Tracking (Position report submission)>; <Surveillance
Exchange>; <Tactical Conflict Detection/Resolution>

Category

<Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The tracks received by the TCDS include the UAS/manned aircrafts
eID.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0031

Title

Tactical ground-based separation provision – resolution and
monitorisation.

Data

The TCRS shall issue separation instructions to the UAS PIC to solve
any potential conflict detected, while preserving the overall safety
level.

Description
The TCRS shall timestamp the separation instructions and shall send
them to the Legal Recording service with the eID of the involved
UAS/manned aircraft.

Service/Capability
name

<Tactical Conflict Detection/Resolution>; <Traffic Information>; <eidentification>; <Legal Recording>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0032

Title

Tactical self-separation provision.
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The UAS DAA system shall check that the UAS maintains the assigned
separation minima based on its situational awareness.

Description

The UAS DAA system shall issue separation instructions to the UAS PIC
in case of a potential infringement of the separation minima
detection.

Service/Capability
name

<Detect and Avoid>; <Traffic Information>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The situational awareness could be obtained from internal or external
sources, as Traffic Information service.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0033

Title

CNS Performance Monitoring in operational phase.
The CNS Performance Monitoring tools shall monitor the CNS systems
performance.

Description

The CNS Performance Monitoring tools shall issue warnings to the
Dynamic Separation Adjustment when the values of the performance
metrics change.

Service/Capability
name

<CNS Performance Monitoring>; <Dynamic Separation Adjustment>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
information

The Dynamic Separation Adjustment is a component of the Separation
Management service proposed by BUBBLES.

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0034

Title

Dynamic separation minima.
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Description

The Dynamic Separation Adjustment (DSA) shall assess whether the
separation minima and/or methods need to be updated to preserve
the overall safety level.
If so, the DSA shall send the updated values to the TCDS or to the UAS
DAA system (in case of self-separation).

Service/Capability
name

<Dynamic Separation Adjustment>; <Tactical Conflict Detection>;
<Detect and Avoid>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0035

Title

CNS performance degradation values.

Description

The CNS Performance Monitoring tools shall feed into the Surveillance
data processing service the values of the performance metrics so that
the tracking algorithms can be adapted to them.

Service/Capability
name

<CNS Performance
submission)>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Status

<Defined>

Identifier

REQ-BUBBLES-OP-0036

Title

Optimising the use of the VLL through dynamic separation minima
(OPTIONAL).

Description

The Dynamic Capacity Management service may use the separation
minima assigned by the Separation Management service to
dynamically optimise the use of the VLL. This requirement addresses
Gap #2 and is considered optional, since capacity and demand
balancing is out of the scope of BUBBLES.

Monitoring>;

<Tracking

(Position

report
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Service/Capability
name

<Dynamic Capacity Management>; <Risk Assessment Support>;
<Dynamic Separation Adjustment>

Category

<Minimum Performance>; <Safety>

Environment type

VLL in general: <Rural>; <Suburban>; <Urban>

Additional
Information

The Risk Assessment Support and the Dynamic Separation
Adjustment tools are part of the Separation Management service
described by BUBBLES.

Status

<Defined>

3.4.2.1 Use Cases
This section contains a detailed description of all use cases identified for separation
management service. There is one use case for pre-operational phase (at strategic level) and
other for operational phase (at tactical level). For both cases, the EATMA architecture is shown.
In EATMA, the Use Cases are represented in the Operational Layer as NAF Operational Views –
5 (NOV- 5). They represent the dynamic behaviour of the Nodes (swim lines) showing in a
sequenced way what Activities (yellow boxes) they perform and so when the Information
Elements are sent between them.
In the pre-operational phase, the Separation Management Service (SMS) needs general
information (scenario characteristics, traffic density, traffic mix and U-space volume type)
provided by the Drone Operation Plan Processing Service, the Drone Aeronautical Information
or the Common Information Service (the services in charge of distributing that general
information to characterise the operational volume) to compute the reference separation
minima in the given scenario. The reference separation minima is assigned to each aircraft based
on its traffic class.
The SMS also establishes the best separation mode (also named separation mode) for each Uspace user (information that should be included in the Operation Plan) and selects the
appropriate separation methods, conflict horizon and SPR/INTEROP targets for the given
operational volume to preserve the target level of safety. That information should be distributed
in a centralised way through the Common Information service (or the service in charge of it) to
all relevant U-space services that need it (as the Strategic Conflict Resolution or the Tactical
Conflict Detection/Resolution services).
The next figure shows the Operational view of the Separation Management service in the preoperational phase. In that phase, only the Risk Analysis Support (RAS) component, which is
responsible for providing all the above-mentioned output information, takes action.
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Figure 9. Use case for separation management at pre-operational phase.

In the operational phase, the SMS computes the separation minima in real time when a CNS
services performance degradation is detected by the CSPM. Then, the SMS sends the new
separation minima to the Tactical Conflict Detection Service (TCDS).
When a conflict is detected, the TCDS sends an alert to the Tactical Conflict Resolution Service,
who propose an evasive manoeuvre, and to pilots through the Traffic Information Service (TIS).
The next figure shows the Operational view of the Separation Management service in the
operational phase. In that phase, the Dynamic Separation Adjustment (DSA) and the CSPM
components acts.
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Figure 10. Use case for separation management at operational phase.
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3.4.3 Differences between new and previous Operating Methods
The difference between the new and previous operating methods consists of:
•
•

Definition of how tactical conflicts must be solved (separation mode mode, conflict
horizon, separation minima and methods and SPR/INTEROP).
Dynamic update of separation minima and methods according to the actual CNS
performance.
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4 Safety, Performance, and
Interoperability Requirements (SPRINTEROP)
4.1 The BUBBLES approach to SPR/INTEROP.
As stated in section §1, BUBBLES has applied the operational specification phase of MEDUSA to
identify safety, performance, and interoperability requirements for the provision of separation
management in the U-space. According to [3], MEDUSA operational specification phase (OSP)
comprises the following steps:
•

•

•

•

•

OSP Step 1: Conduct a safety assessment at an early operational level (to complement
DP Step 5) to show that proposed U-Space services mitigate the different risks inherent
to UAS operations to satisfy the Safety Criteria in normal conditions (conditions
encountered on a day-to-day basis). If needed:
o Refine/complete the proposed U-Space services from an operational safety
point of view.
o Identify if needed any Air Traffic Service (ATS) which is required to satisfy USpace Safety Criteria
OSP Step 2: Identify the relevant abnormal conditions for the operational
environment/UAS operations and determine if:
o additional/refined U-Space services and/or
o dedicated Air Traffic Services (ATS) are needed to mitigate the operational
consequence of these abnormal conditions to satisfy U-Space Safety Criteria.
OSP Step 3: Identify the operational hazards (system-generated hazards) caused by
failures of the U-Space services and assess the severity of the effects (distance from the
accident) from each Operational Hazard. This step should determine the level of
integrity/reliability of the U-Space service. Common mode of failure at operational level
must be assessed at that stage in order to determine if a single faulted condition could
lead to the simultaneous failure of several U-Space services.
OSP Step 4: If validation exercise is conducted at this phase (e.g. RTS), identify OSP
Safety Validation objectives, metrics to be measured and associated success criteria.
These safety validation activities have to be coordinated with the validation exercise
coordinator. Update the safety assessment with the results of the validation exercise.
Note that U-space services under validation might have same different maturity levels,
which needs to be considered during the validation exercise.
OSP Step 5: Verify that the safety assessment at operational level has been conducted
considering normal, abnormal, and faulted conditions (OSP Step 1 to OSP Step 4). At
that stage it is shown that proposed U-Space services (refined/modified/adapted in
accordance with the safety assessment) should be able to mitigate risks inherent to UAS
operations and system-generated risks in order to satisfy the U-Space Safety Criteria
(SAC).
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Prior to start with the MEDUSA operational specification phase, it is necessary to complete the
definition phase by establishing the appropriate safety criteria (SAC). However, as stated in
section §1, BUBBLES does not intend to define a set of ‘one-size-fits-all’ requirements that can
be applied everywhere in a more or less straightforward way. On the contrary, this SPR/INTEROP
document aims at providing operationally ‘fit-for-purpose’ requirements to allow for the
tailoring of U-space requirements for conflict management to actual operational needs across a
specific U-space. To illustrate this approach, requirements for three ‘typical scenarios’ out of
those described in section §3.3.4 will be identified. To this purpose, section §4.2 presents a
detailed description of the ‘typical scenarios’ that will be used throughout the rest of the
section, whereas in section §4.3, the SAC for each of them are defined. Then, section §4.3
introduces the accident-incident model used by BUBBLES, sections §0 presents the integrated
collision risk model that will be used to perform the safety assessment and section §4.6
describes the elements that make up the tactical mitigation barrier and outlines the required
performance specifications that will be allocated to them. In sections §4.9 to §4.9, MEDUSA
OSP steps 1 to 3 are applied to obtain safety and requirements in normal (a.k.a. performance
requirements), abnormal and faulty conditions, respectively. Section §¡Error! No se encuentra
el origen de la referencia. presents safety requirements addressing the use of artificial
intelligence in safety-critical systems.

4.2 Detailed definition of the ‘typical scenarios’ where SPR
are developed.
NOTE
BUBBLES computes safety distances defining bubbles around aircraft depending on the traffic
class as defined in section §3.3.3. For a pairwise conflict, separation minima and tactical conflict
thresholds are obtained by adding the safety distances, as depicted in Figure 11´

���� = �

+ �

SAIL I-II

(a)

�

A1

�

(b)

Figure 11. Conflict in the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) dimensions according to the BUBBLES’s
definition.
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4.2.1 Scenario #1 (UC_LD).
Traffic mix
Traffic Class

Mix %

A1

15,00%

A2

17,00%

A3

22,60%

SAIL I-II

30,00%

SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI

12,00%
3,00%

Certified

No pass.
Pass.

0,30%
0,10%

Manned

VFR
IFR

0,00%
0,00%

Open

Specific

Table 4-1. Traffic mix in scenario #1.

Airspace definition
Side A (km)

Side B (km)

Area (km2)

5,00

5,00

25,00

Table 4-2. Horizontal dimensions of scenario #1.

Scenario
Alt min (m)

Alt max (m)

Layers

UAS/layer

20

120

2

18

Table 4-3. Characteristics of scenario #1 in the vertical dimension.

Applicable separation minima in normal conditions
Pairwise tactical conflict thresholds and separation minima are obtained by adding the values
specified in Table 4-4, as described in Figure 11

Horizontal
Traffic class

Vertical

SM

TC

SM

TC

A1
A2
A3

121,44
121,44
211,11

355,93
355,93
680,09

40,54
40,54
40,54

75,85
75,85
75,85

SAIL I-II
SAIL III-IV

246,98
260,94

809,76
881,48

40,54
40,54

75,85
75,85
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SAIL V-VI

277,31

942,17

40,54

75,85

No pass.
Passenger

441,01
550,55

1549,11
1838,83

40,54
40,54

75,85
75,85

Table 4-4. Size of the safety bubbles to be applied in scenario #1 to compute separation minima and
tactical conflict thresholds, as depicted in Figure 11.

4.2.2 Scenario #2 (C_MD)
Traffic mix
Traffic Class

Mix %

A1

10,00%

A2

15,00%

A3

7,50%

SAIL I-II

25,00%

SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI

35,00%

Certified

No pass.
Pass.

1,10%

Manned

VFR
IFR

0,00%

Open

Specific

5,00%
1,40%
0,00%

Table 4-5. Traffic mix in scenario #2.

Airspace definition
Side A (km)

Side B (km)

Area (km2)

5,00

5,00

25,00

Table 4-6. Horizontal dimensions of scenario #2.

Scenario
Alt min (m)

Alt max (m)

Layers

UAS/layer

20

120

3

23

Table 4-7. Characteristics of scenario #2 in the vertical dimension.

Applicable separation minima in normal conditions
Pairwise tactical conflict thresholds and separation minima are obtained by adding the values
specified in Table 4-8, as described in Figure 11.

Horizontal
Traffic class
A1

Vertical

SM

TC

SM

TC

69,29

179,22

19,93

36,22
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A2
A3

69,29
117,89

179,22
337,75

19,93
19,93

36,22
36,22

SAIL I-II
SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI

137,32
149,04
158,21

401,16
439,14
469,03

19,93
19,93
19,93

36,22
36,22
36,22

No pass.
Passenger

249,88
288,50

767,92
895,10

19,93
19,93

36,22
36,22

Table 4-8. Size of the safety bubbles to be applied in scenario #2 to compute separation minima and
tactical conflict thresholds, as depicted in Figure 11

4.2.3 Scenario #3 (APT_HD)
Traffic mix
Traffic Class

Mix %

A1

4,00%

A2

5,00%

A3

3,00%

SAIL I-II

12,00%

SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI

42,00%

Certified

No pass.
Pass.

2,00%

Manned

VFR
IFR

0,00%

Open

Specific

28,00%
4,00%
0,00%

Table 4-9. Traffic mix in scenario #3.

Airspace definition
Side A (km)

Side B (km)

Area (km2)

5,00

5,00

25,00

Table 4-10. Horizontal dimensions of scenario #3.

Scenario
Alt min (m)

Alt max (m)

Layers

UAS/layer

20

120

6

28

Table 4-11. Characteristics of scenario #3 in the vertical dimension.
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Applicable separation minima in normal conditions
Pairwise tactical conflict thresholds and separation minima are obtained by adding the values
specified in Table 4-12, as described in Figure 11

Horizontal
Traffic class

Vertical

SM

TC

SM

TC

A1
A2
A3

43,66
43,66
71,45

84,16
84,16
152,47

11,79
11,79
11,79

16,52
16,52
16,52

SAIL I-II
SAIL III-IV
SAIL V-VI

82,57
88,42
93,61

179,79
191,36
203,89

11,79
11,79
11,79

16,52
16,52
16,52

No pass.
Passenger

145,44
171,77

329,25
408,00

11,79
11,79

16,52
16,52

Table 4-12. Size of the safety bubbles to be applied in scenario #3 to compute separation minima and
tactical conflict thresholds, as depicted in Figure 11

4.3 Safety criteria.
Assumption #14
The target level of safety for mid-air collision during en route operations due to human or
operational issues is 2.5e-7 fatalities/flight-hour (the rationale for this assumption is provided in
the Appendix D to deliverable D2.1 [2]).

Assumption #15
Considering the capacity of state-of-the-art batteries and the consumption of the electrical
engines currently used by UAS, the average duration of a UAS flight is 15 minutes.
Considering Assumption #14, the following SAC have been obtained applying the model
described in the Appendixes E and F to deliverable D2.1 [2].
Safety criteria for scenario #1
SAC-BUBBLES-11
The number of mid-air collisions (MAC) per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario #1
due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 9.80e-06 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑀𝐴𝐶) = 9.8 × 10−6
MAC/FH).
This value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑀𝐴𝐶) will cause, in average, less than one fatality each 3 years.
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SAC-BUBBLES-12
The number of separation loss (SL) events per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario
#1 due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 9.72 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑆𝐿) = 9.72 SL/FH)
Considering Assumption #15, this value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑆𝐿) is equivalent to 0.0675 SL events per UAS
operation o, equivalently, one SL event each 14.8 operations.

SAC-BUBBLES-13
The number of tactical conflicts (TC) per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario #1
due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 115 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑇𝐶) = 115 TC/FH)
Considering Assumption #15, this value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑇𝐶) is equivalent to 0.8 TC events per UAS
operation o, equivalently, one TC event each 1.25 operations.
Safety criteria for scenario #2
SAC-BUBBLES-21
The number of mid-air collisions (MAC) per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario #1
due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 1.37e-06 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑀𝐴𝐶) = 1.37 × 10−6
MAC/FH).
This value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑀𝐴𝐶) will cause, in average, less than one fatality each 1,5 years.

SAC-BUBBLES-22
The number of separation loss (SL) events per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario
#1 due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 6.74 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑆𝐿) = 6.74 SL/FH)
Considering Assumption #15, this value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑆𝐿) is equivalent to 0.025 SL events per UAS
operation o, equivalently, one SL event each 41 operations.

SAC-BUBBLES-23
The number of tactical conflicts (TC) per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario #1
due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 153 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑇𝐶) = 153 TC/FH)
Considering Assumption #15, this value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑇𝐶) is equivalent to 0.55 TC events per UAS
operation o, equivalently, one TC event each 1.85 operations.
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Safety criteria for scenario #3
SAC-BUBBLES-31
The number of mid-air collisions (MAC) per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario #1
due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 4.6e-07 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑀𝐴𝐶) = 4.6 × 10−7
MAC/FH).
This value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑀𝐴𝐶) will cause, in average, less than one fatality each 8 months1.

SAC-BUBBLES-32
The number of separation loss (SL) events per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario
#1 due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 4.22 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑆𝐿) = 4.22 SL/FH)
Considering Assumption #15, this value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑆𝐿) is equivalent to 6.3e-3 SL events per UAS
operation o, equivalently, one SL event each 159 operations.

SAC-BUBBLES-33
The number of tactical conflicts (TC) per flight-hour during en route operations in scenario #1
due to human or operational causes shall not exceed 158 (𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑇𝐶) = 158 TC/FH)
Considering assumption #15, this value of 𝐹𝑀𝐴𝑋 (𝑇𝐶) is equivalent to 0.24 TC events per UAS
operation o, equivalently, one TC event each 4.25 operations.

4.4 The BUBBLES accident-incident model.
The SAC defined in section §4.3 cannot be achieved unless strategic and tactical mitigation
barriers are used, according to the BUBBLES accident-incident model (AIM) detailed in the
Appendix C to deliverable D2.1 [2] and summarised in Figure 12.

1

Notwithstanding this figure may result unacceptably high, it must be pointed out that the definition of scenario #3
(as the rest of them) is quite theoretical, since the demand is assumed constant; therefore, this result should be
considered a quite conservative bound.
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Figure 12. BUBBLES AIM.

Each of the mitigation barriers in Figure 12 is characterised by a risk ratio (RR). The RR is defined
as ‘the probability of an outcome with a mitigation system, divided by the probability of an
outcome without a mitigation system’. In the proposed AIM, the outcome addressed by each RR
is related to the escalation in the severity of the situation, from a certain safety event to any of
the higher severity events. Hence, better effectiveness means the RR value is lower. This way,
different 𝑅𝑅𝑖,𝑗 are defined, as the frequency of separation event 𝑗 when mitigation barrier 𝑖 is
applied, compared to when it is not. The possible combinations are shown in the following
matrix:
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝐶𝑀,𝑇𝐶
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝐶𝑀,𝑆𝐿
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝐶𝑀,𝐼𝐶
𝑅𝑅 =
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝐶𝑀,𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐶
( 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝐶𝑀,𝑀𝐴𝐶

1
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑃,𝑆𝐿
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑃,𝐼𝐶
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑃,𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐶
𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑃,𝑀𝐴𝐶

1
1
1
𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐴,𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐶
𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐴,𝑀𝐴𝐶 )

To properly capture the sequential nature of the MAC barriers application, the definition of
these risk ratios considers that:
•
•

All the previous mitigations are applied.
None of the following mitigations are applied.

Note that this approach considers that even when they fail to prevent a particular safety event,
mitigation barriers still contribute (even though in residual way) to mitigate the subsequent
events.
Using the RR matrix, the risk ratios applicable for each of the separation events are computed
as:
𝑅𝑅𝑗 = ∏3𝑖=1 𝑅𝑅𝑖,𝑗 (e.g.: 𝑅𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶 = 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝐶𝑀,𝑀𝐴𝐶 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑃,𝑀𝐴𝐶 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐴,𝑀𝐴𝐶 ).

4.5 The BUBBLES integrated risk model
In sections §0to §4.9 a number of safety objectives and safety requirements will be defined in
normal, abnormal, and faulty conditions. To support this work, BUBBLES used the integrated risk
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model shown in Figure 13, which is an adaptation of the one developed by the CORUS project in
[3]. This model illustrates how the different U-space services considered by BUBBLES in the new
operating mode defined in section §3.4.2 contributes to each of the mitigation barriers in the
AIM of Figure 12.

Figure 13. Integrated risk model used by BUBBLES to derive safety requirements in normal, abnormal,
and faulty conditions.

4.6 BUBBLES separation provision barrier.
In order to allocate performance metrics to the separation provision barrier, BUBBLES has used
the model depicted in Figure 14, where:
•

𝑻𝟒 is defined as the time allocated for the separation provision barrier to detect the
imminent collision, communicate with the involved agents (pilot/USSPs), issue a
separation maneuver, and start its execution, whether automatic or with the
involvement of a pilot. Due to the variable nature of the time windows required to
perform such actions, 𝑇4 shall be defined as the time window that grants a certain level
of confidence, according to a statistical distribution. The level of confidence shall be
congruent with the desired risk ratio.

•

𝑻𝟑 is the amount of time the aircraft needs to execute the separation instruction so that
separation minima are not breached, which depends on the separation method applied
and the aircraft manoeuvrability. BUBBLES considers just vertical avoiding manoeuvres.
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•

CL stands for the communication latency between the UAS and the Position report
distribution service.

•

UL stands for the amount of time elapsed since the onboard GNSS receiver computes
the aircraft position and the data is transmitted and cannot be compensated by the UAS
(Uncompensated latency).

•

DA stands for the time elapsed (date age) since the surveillance data are received by the
U-space until they are made available to the Tactical conflict resolution service.

•

PU stands for probability of update (probability of detecting a valid target report in a
specified update interval, as defined in the Appendix D to deliverable D7.1 [33]).

•

HPA and VPA stand for the horizontal and vertical position accuracies, respectively, as
defined in the Appendix D to deliverable D7.1 [33].

•

TSEH stands for the total system errors on the horizonal plane (i.e., a plane parallel to
the ground), as shown in Figure 15. TSEV is an extension of this concept to the direction
normal to the horizontal plane.

RSP: UL?
RCP: CL

Aircraft
sensing
and data
distribution

RSP: PU, HPA, VPA, DA

SDPS

Conflict
detection

Conflict
resolution

RNP: TSEH, TSEV

Deconfliction
execution

Deconfliction
execution

Piloting

Aircraft
manoeuvre

T4

T3

Figure 14. Model of the separation provision barrier used by BUBBLES.
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Figure 15. Definition of navigation errors in the horizontal plane according to [34].

4.7 Safety assessment in normal conditions.
4.7.1 Safety objectives.
Table 4-13 lists the safety objectives (SO) identified by the BUBBLES project in normal conditions
and describes how they are linked to the SAC defined in section §4.3. Note that SO are common
to all the proposed environments.
#iD

Origin

Related
SAC

Description

SAC#X1
U-space
Sob#01

SAC#X2
(CIS)

Common information regarding the
airspace shall be available to all users.

U-Space

SAC#X3
SAC#X1
U-space
Sob#02

SAC#X2
(SCR+OPPS)

Authorised UAS operations shall be deconflicted
during the pre-flight phase.

SAC#X3
SAC#X1
Sob#03

UAS

SAC#X2

All UAS shall be able to keep themselves inside the
thresholds of their flight authorisation.

SAC#X3
U-space

SAC#X2

(MS)

SAC#X3

Sob#04

U-Space users should receive alerts regarding
deviation from approved operational conditions.
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U-space

SAC#X2

(PRDS)

SAC#X3

Sob#05
SAC#X1
U-space
Sob#06

SAC#X2
(TIS)
SAC#X3
U-space

SAC#X1

(CIS)

SAC#X2

Sob#07

Information regarding the identity and position of
aircraft flying in the U-space and not receiving ATC
service shall be provided to authorized users.
UAS operators shall receive information on any other
conspicuous air traffic, that may be in proximity to
the position or intended route of the UAS flight.
The Tactical Deconfliction method (Self-Separation /
U-Space Tactical Conflict Resolution Service) to be
applied in the U-Space airspace shall be clearly
defined.

SAC#X1
U-space
Sob#08

SAC#X2
(CIS)

Separation minima used to define conflicts shall be
available to all U-Space users.

SAC#X3
SAC#X1
UAS
Sob#09

SAC#X2
PIC
SAC#X3
SAC#X1
U-space

Sob#10

SAC#X2
(TCRS)
SAC#X3

Sob#11

UAS

SAC#X1

SAC#X1
Sob#12

U-space

SAC#X2
SAC#X3

When self-separation applies, the pilot in command
(PIC) shall keep the aircraft away from any collision
hazard by at least the applicable separation minima
by applying the appropriate flight rules.
If a U-Space Tactical Conflict Resolution Service is to
be applied, it shall keep the aircraft away from any
collision hazard by at least the applicable separation
minima.
All UAS may have Collision Avoidance (CA)
capabilities to prevent a collision the tactical
mitigation barrier fails to solve the conflict.
If the U-Space airspace is defined within controlled
airspace, dynamic reconfiguration of airspace shall
be applied so that manned aircraft which are
provided with an air traffic control service and UAS
remain segregated.

SAC#X1
Sob#13

U-space

SAC#X2

The use of Artificial Intelligence by the Separation
management service shall not compromise safety.

SAC#X3
Table 4-13. Safety objectives in normal conditions and their link to the SAC.
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4.7.2 Safety requirements
This section lists the Safety Requirements related to the SO in nominal conditions. The following
keying has been used for the ‘Requirement type’ field: H (human factor), P (procedure), E
(equipment).
Sob#01: Common information regarding the U-Space airspace shall be available to all users.
#iD

Origin

Sreq#0101 Sob#01

Owner

U-space
(CIS)

Type

Description

P

U-Space Common information service
provider shall warranty all relevant
information regarding the U-Space airspace is
available to all users.

Sreq#0102 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)

P

U-Space Common information service shall
provide the horizontal and vertical limits of
the U-Space airspace, including static and
dynamic airspace restrictions defined by the
relevant authorities.

Sreq#0103 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)

P

U-Space Common information service shall
define applicable UAS capability and
performance requirements.

Sreq#0104 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)

P

U-Space Common information service shall
define
applicable
U-Space
services
performance requirements.

Sreq#0105 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)

P

U-Space Common information service shall
define applicable operational conditions and
airspace constraints.

Sreq#0106 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)

P

U-Space Common information service shall
provide the list of U-Space service providers
offering U-Space services un the U-Space
airspace.

P

U-Space Common information service shall
provide
information
regarding
UAS
geographical zones relevant to the U-space
airspace and published by Member States in
accordance with Implementing Regulation
(EU) 2019/947.

Sreq#0107 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)
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Sreq#0108 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)

P

U-Space Common information service shall
provide information regarding any adjacent
U-Space airspace.

Sreq#0109 Sob#01

U-space
(CIS)

P

U-Space Common information service shall
publish the Flight Layers in which UAS traffic is
vertically separated.

Sob#02: UAS operations shall be deconflicted during strategic phase.
#iD

Origin

Sreq#0201 Sob#02

Sreq#0202 Sob#02

Sreq#0203 Sob#02

Owner

U-space
(OPPS+SCR)

U-space
(OPPS)

U-space
(OPPS)

Type

Description

P

U-space Operation plan processing
service shall check all UAS flight plans for
conflict in time and space, prior to issuing
a flight authorisation, and notify UAS
operators about the acceptance or
rejection.

P

U-space Operation plan processing
service shall provide each operator with a
deconflicted flight plan, including the
allowed UAS flight authorisation deviation
thresholds.

P

In case the flight plan proposed by the
operator conflicts with existing flight
plans, U-space Operation plan processing
service should propose the operator an
alternative to the initial plan.

Sreq#0204 Sob#02

U-space
(OPPS+WIS)

P

If U-space Weather Information Service is
available, U-Space Operation plan
processing service
shall consider
meteorological conditions when issuing a
UAS flight authorization.

Sreq#0205 Sob#02

U-space
P
(OPPS+CMS)

U-space Operation plan processing
service shall consider the capacity of the
U-Space airspace when receiving flight
authorisation requests.

U-space
(OPPS)

U-space Operation plan processing
service shall continuously check existing
flight authorization against new dynamic

Sreq#0206

Sob#02

P
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airspace restrictions and limitations, and
information about manned aircraft shared
by relevant air traffic service units, and
update or withdraw authorizations as may
be necessary.

Sob#03: All UAS shall be able to keep themselves inside the thresholds of their flight
authorisation.
#iD

Origin

Owner

Type

Description

Sreq#0301 Sob#03

UAS
Operators

E

UAS shall be equipped with means to ensure
they are contained inside approved
operational volume.

Sreq#0302 Sob#04

UAS
Operators

P

UAS operators shall define operational
procedures to prevent UAS excursion from
the operational volume.

Sob#04: U-space users should receive alerts regarding deviation from approved operational
conditions.
#iD

Origin

Owner

Type

Description

Sreq#0401 Sob#04

U-space
(MS)

P

U-Space Monitoring Service shall alert UAS
operators who are deviate from the flight
authorisation thresholds, or from their
geofenced area.

Sreq#0402 Sob#04

U-space
(MS)

P

U-Space Monitoring Service shall alert
operators who are near a UAS deviating
regarding flight authorisation thresholds.

Sob#05: Information regarding the identity and position of aircraft flying in the U-space and not
receiving ATC service shall be provided to authorized users.
#iD

Origin

Sreq#0501 Sob#05

Owner

U-space
(PRDS)

Type

P

Description
U-space Position report distribution service
shall provide authorized users with
information regarding UAS operator’s
registration numbers, serial number of the
UA, geographical position of the UAS and its
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height, course and ground speed, time
applicability of the reported data, and
indicators of (at least) position accuracy and
integrity.

Sreq#0502 Sob#05

U-space
(PRDS)

P

The information provided by U-space
Position report distribution service shall be
updated at a frequency determined by the
competent authority.

Sreq#0503 Sob#05

UAS
Operator

E

UAS shall be equipped with a system that
provides Position report distribution service
with the information required by Sreq#0501.

P

Manned aircraft operating within U-Space,
and not provided with an Air Traffic Control
service, provide authorized users with
information regarding the geographical
position of the UAS and its height/altitude,
course and ground speed, time applicability
of the reported data, and indicators of (when
available) position accuracy and integrity.
This may be accomplished either by means of
the Position report distribution system (in
case the manned aircraft uses the system
referred to in Sreq#0503) or by means of the
Surveillance data exchange service (in case
the aircraft is equipped with other type of
device, such an ADS-B transponder or a
FLARM system).

E

Manned aircraft operating within U-Space,
and not provided with an Air Traffic Control
service shall be equipped with a system that
makes it conspicuous to the U-space by
means of any of the mechanism described in
Sreq#0504.

Sreq#0504 Sob#05

Sreq#0505 Sob#05

Manned
aircraft
Operator

Manned
aircraft
Operator

Sob#06: UAS pilots in command (PIC) shall receive information on any other conspicuous air
traffic, that may be in proximity to the position or intended route of the UAS flight.
#iD
Sreq#0601

Origin
Sob#06

Owner
U-space
(TIS)

Type
P

Description
U-Space Traffic information service shall
provide PIC operators with information on
any other conspicuous air traffic, that may
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be in proximity to the position or intended
route of the UAS flight.

Sreq#0602

Sreq#0603

Sob#06

Sob#06

U-space
(TIS)

U-space
(TIS)

P

The information provided by U-Space
Traffic information service shall include the
position, time of report, and speed, heading
or direction, and emergency status of
aircraft, when known, as well as
information on data accuracy and integrity,
when available.

P

U-Space Traffic information service shall
include information about manned and
UAS traffic shared by other U-Space service
providers and relevant air traffic service
units.

P

The information provided by U-Space
Traffic information service shall be updated
at a frequency that the competent
authority has determined.

E

UAS shall be equipped with means to
properly display traffic information
provided by U-space Traffic information
service.

Sob#06

U-space
(TIS)

Sob#06

UAS
Operator

Sreq#0607

Sob#06

Manned
aircraft
PIC

P

Pilot of manned aircraft shall inform ATCo if
it is going to enter to the U-space in case of
emergency.

Sreq#0608

Sob#06

ATC

P

ATCo shall inform the U-space if a manned
aircraft is going to enter to the U-space in
case of emergency.

Sreq#0609

Sob#06

UAS
Operator

P

UAS operator shall inform U-space the
impossibility of maintaining the UAV inside
the U-space volume.

Sreq#0610

Sob#06

U-space

P

U-space shall inform ATC and give warning
to U-space users of the impossibility to
maintain a UAV inside the U-space volume.

Sreq#0605

Sreq#0606

Sob#07: The Tactical Deconfliction method (Self-Separation/U-Space Tactical Conflict Resolution
Service) to be applied in the U-Space airspace shall be clearly defined.
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#iD

Origin

Owner

Sreq#0701 Sob#07

Uspace
(CIS)

Sreq#0702 Sob#07

Uspace
(CAA)

Sreq#0703 Sob#07

Uspace
(CAA)

Sreq#0704 Sob#07

Uspace
(CAA)

Sreq#7005 Sob#07

Uspace
(TCRS)

Type

Description

P

U-Space Common information service
provider shall publish the proper Tactical
Deconfliction method (Self-Separation / USpace Tactical Conflict Resolution Service)
for every U-space airspace.

P

When performing the safety assessment,
the entity in charge shall identify the
acceptable collision rate and the capacity in
an airspace area.

P

According to the previous data, the entity in
charge of performing the safety assessment
shall stablish the proper tactical
deconfliction method.

P

The entity in charge of performing the safety
assessment shall define the effectiveness of
the mitigation barriers needed to maintain
the acceptable collision rate.

E

The systems supporting the provision of the
U-space Tactical conflict resolution service
shall meet the required effectiveness
referred to by Sreq#0704.

Sob#08: Separation minima used to define conflicts shall be available to all U-Space users.
#iD

Origin

Owner

Sreq#0801 Sob#08

U-space
(CAA)

Sreq#0802 Sob#08

U-space
(CIS)

Type

Description

P

When performing the safety assessment,
the entity in charge shall compute the
separation minima considering aircraft
performances and nominal weather
conditions.

P

U-Space Common information service
provider shall make available to USSP and
UAS operators the separation minima.

Sob#09: When self-separation applies, UAS PIC shall keep the aircraft away from any collision
hazard by at least the applicable separation minima by applying the appropriate flight rules.
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#iD

Sreq#0901

Origin
Sob#11

Owner
U-space
(CIS)

Sreq#0902 Sob#11

UAS PIC

Sreq#0902 Sob#12

UAS DAARWC

Sreq#0903 Sob#10

Sreq#0904 Sob#12

Sreq#0905 Sob#12

U-space
(CIS)+UAS
DAA-RWC

UAS DAARWC

UAS DAARWC

Type

Description

P

U-Space Common Information Service
provider shall publish the appropriate
flight rules to solve tactical conflicts.

P

UAS PIC shall use the information
provided by the U-Space Traffic
Information Service as reference to detect
any tactical conflicts.

P

DAA-RWC systems may use the
information provided by the U-Space
Traffic Information Service as reference to
detect any tactical conflicts.

P

If used, the DAA-RWC system shall
continuously check the distance between
traffics, flagging a pair as conflicting if the
applicable separation volumes are
compromised.

P

The DAA-RWC system should provide
suggestive guidance to the UAS PIC when
a Tactical conflict event is detected, and
the time allotted to solve the conflict is
bigger than or equal to 10 s.

P

The DAA-RWC system should provide
suggestive guidance to the UAS PIC when
a Tactical conflict event is detected, and
the time allotted to solve the conflict is
less than 10 s, excluded the time needed
by the pilot to execute the manoeuvre.

Sreq#0906 Sob#12

UAS DAARWC

P

The DAA-RWC system shall solve the
conflict with no human intervention (pilotoff-the-loop) if the time allotted to
execute the manoeuvre is less than 5 s.

Sreq#0907 Sob#11

UAS PIC

H

UAS PIC shall be trained to use the
appropriate flight rules for conflict
resolution.

Sreq#0908 Sob#11

UAS PIC

H

UAS PIC shall have enough capacity to deal
with the expected number of tactical
conflicts.
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Sob#10: If a U-Space Tactical Conflict Resolution Service is to be applied, it shall keep the aircraft
away from any collision hazard by at least the applicable separation minima.
#iD

Origin

Sreq#1001 Sob#10

Sreq#1002 Sob#12

Sreq#1003 Sob#12

Owner

U-space
(CIS+TCRS)

U-space
(TCRS)

U-space
(TCRS)

Type

Description

P

U-Space Tactical conflict resolution
service shall continuously check the
distance between traffics, flagging a pair
as conflicting if the applicable separation
volumes are compromised.

P

U-Space Tactical conflict resolution
service should provide suggestive
guidance to the UAS PIC when a Tactical
conflict event is detected, and the time
allotted to solve the conflict is bigger than
or equal to 10 s.

P

U-Space Tactical conflict resolution
service shall provide directive guidance to
the UAS PIC when a Tactical conflict event
is detected, and the time allotted to solve
the conflict is less than 10 s, excluded the
time needed by the pilot to execute the
manoeuvre.

P

U-Space Tactical conflict resolution
service shall solve the conflict with no
human intervention (pilot-off-the-loop) if
the time allotted to execute the
manoeuvre is less than 5 s.

UAS shall be equipped with means to
properly display alerts and guidance
provided by U-space Tactical Conflict
Resolution Service.

Sreq#1004 Sob#12

U-space
(TCRS)

Sreq#1005 Sob#12

UAS
Operator

E

Sreq#1006 Sob#12

UAS PIC

H

UAS PIC shall comply with deconfliction
instructions (directive guidance) received
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from U-Space Tactical conflict resolution
service.

Sreq#1007 Sob#12

U-space
(TCRS)

Sreq#1008 Sob#12

U-space
(TCRS)

P

U-Space Tactical conflict resolution
service shall issue subsequent alerts to
PICs involved in a conflict if any of the UAS
operator does not act to properly solve
the conflict.

E/P

U-space Tactical conflict resolution service
shall have enough capacity to deal with
the expected number of tactical conflicts
(SAC#X3).

Sob#11: All UAS may have Collision Avoidance (CA) capabilities to prevent a collision the tactical
mitigation barrier fails to solve the conflict.
#iD

Origin

Owner

Type

Description

Sreq#1101 Sob#11

UAS
E
Operator

All UAS equipped with DAA-CA shall be
able to detect other aircraft in their
proximity using the on-board equipment.

Sreq#1102 Sob#11

UAS
P
Operator

All UAS equipped with DAA-CA shall be
able to perform Collision Avoidance
manoeuvres to avoid collision with nearby
aircraft.

Sob#12: If the U-Space airspace is defined within controlled airspace, dynamic reconfiguration
of airspace shall be applied so that manned aircraft which are provided with an air traffic control
service and UAS remain segregated.
#iD

Sreq#1201

Origin

Sob#12

Owner

ATC

Type

Description

P

ATC units shall temporarily limit the area
within the designated U-space airspace
where UAS operations can take place in
order to accommodate short-term changes
in manned traffic demand by adjusting the
lateral and vertical limits of the U-space
airspace.
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Sreq#1202

Sob#12

Sreq#1203

Sob#12

ATC

P

ATC shall ensure that the relevant U-space
service providers and, where applicable,
single Common Information Service
providers are notified in a timely and
effective manner of the activation,
deactivation, and temporary limitations of
the designated U-space airspace.

P/E

ATC and U-space shall be coordinated
through the use of Procedural and
Collaborative Interface with ATC Services.

ATC
U-space

Sob#13: The use of Artificial Intelligence by the Separation management service shall not
compromise safety. The rationale for these requirements is provided in Appendix C
#iD

Sreq#1301

Sreq#1302

Sreq#1303

Sreq#1304

Origin

Sob#13

Sob#13

Sob#13

Sob#13

Owner

USSP

USSP

USSP

USSP

Type

Description

P

The use of AI technology in separation
services of the strategic conflict
management shall be safety-agnostic. That
is, AI technology neither enforces nor
precludes the safety objectives of
separation services used in the strategic
phase.

P

The use of AI technology in separation
services used in tactical conflict
management in IFR shall be safety-agnostic.
That is, AI technology neither enforces nor
precludes the safety objectives of
separation services used in the tactical
phase.

P

The results produced by AI technology used
in the separation services of strategic
conflict management shall be explainable in
terms that can be comprehended by a
human UAS operator. The AI model could
intrinsically provide such explanation, or
the service shall have additional AI
technology to generate the explanation.

P

Separation services used in both strategic
and tactical conflict management shall be
implemented using diversity of AI models.
Diversity implies redundancy using
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different AI models, as well as independent
training data and training procedures for
each individual AI model. The service shall
provide the final result considering the
individual results obtained from each AI
model, using majority voting or other
adequate result fusion method.

Sreq#1305

Sob#13

CAA

P

The Competent Authority shall make
available (and fully control the access and
use) of independent datasets specifically
designed for the independent verification
and validation (V&V) of the AI models used
in the implementation of each service.
Different services require different
independent datasets. Each independent
dataset shall be accompanied by a set of
good V&V practices prescribing how the AI
model must be tested, verified, and
validated
The Competent Authority shall define the
threshold for the accuracy of the separation
service measured with the independent
datasets
under
strictly
controlled
independent V&V conditions. If the
accuracy of the service is below the
threshold, then the service cannot be made
available for public use (the service
provider must refactor the service
implementation to meet the accuracy
threshold).

Sreq#1306

Sob#13

CAA

P

Sreq#1307

Sob#13

CAA

P

4.7.3 BUBBLES separation modes
The separation mode defines the intervention function (a.k.a. automation level, describing the
relative involvement of human beings and systems in the separation process), describes the kind
of guidance received by the separator and assigns the responsibility for each of the steps of the
separation process (conflict detection and solution formulation, implementation, and
monitoring). The separation mode that can be used in a particular scenario depends on the
required performance and the choice is driven by Sreq#0904, Sreq#0905, and Sreq#0906 in Y
volumes and by Sreq#1002, Sreq#1003, and Sreq#1004 in Zu volumes. BUBBLES has assumed
the separation modes summarised in Table 4-14, but only the 1-U and a simplistic
implementation of the 2-U were validated during the validation exercises #2 and #5. Moreover,
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the list is not exhaustive (i.e., some combinations, such as informative guidance processed by
an APIC, are not considered here but could be object of further research).
Separation
mode

Airspace
volume

Automation
level

Guidance

Conflict
detection

Solution
formulation

Solution
implement.

Solution
monitoring

1-O

Y

Pilot-in-theloop

Informative

RPIC

RPIC

RPIC

RPIC

2-O

Y

Pilot-in-theloop

Suggestive

DAA-RWC

DAA-RWC
RPIC

RPIC

RPIC

3-O

Y

Pilot-onthe-loop

Directive

DAA-RWC

DAA-RWC

RPIC
(consent)

RPIC

4-O

Y

Pilot-onthe-loop

Directive

DAA-RWC

DAA-RWC

RPIC
(exception)

RPIC

5-O

Y

Pilot-offthe-loop

Direct

DAA-RWC

DAA-RWC

APIC

APIC

1-U

Z

Pilot-in-theloop

Informative

USSP

RPIC

RPIC

USSP

2-U

Z

Pilot-in-theloop

Suggestive

USSP

USSP
RPIC

RPIC

USSP

3-U

Z

Pilot-onthe-loop

Directive

USSP

USSP

RPIC
(consent)

USSP

4-U

Z

Pilot-onthe-loop

Directive

USSP

USSP

RPIC
(exception)

USSP

5-U

Z

Pilot-offthe-loop

Direct

USSP

USSP

APIC

USSP

Table 4-14. Summary of the separation modes assumed by BUBBLES.

4.7.4 Performance metrics
Performance metrics for scenario #1
Risk ratios matrix:
MAC

NMAC

IC

SL

TC

RR Strategic

0.031

0.019

0.699

0.844

0.965

RR Tactical

0.140

0.111

0,221

0.278

1

RR CA

0.5

0.5

1

1

1

Required delays
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• T4= 35 s.
• 9 s ≤T3≤16 s.
Separation mode:
• In Y volumes: 1-O, 2-0 (according to Req#94 and Req#96).
• In Z volumes: 1-U, 2-U (according to Req#102 and Req#104).
Required performance specifications:
• RCP:
o CL: 1 s.
o DA: TBD.
• RSP:
o PU (UI x s)=TBD.
o HPA (rms)=10 m.
o VPA (rms)=5 m.
• RNP:
o TSEH=7 m.
o TSEV=11 m.
Performance metrics for scenario #2
Risk ratios matrix:
MAC

NMAC

IC

SL

TC

RR Strategic

0.018

0.019

0.746

0.910

0.978

RR Tactical

0.016

0.138

0.148

0.173

1

RR CA

0.5

0.5

1

1

1

Required delays:
• T4= 16 s.
• 4 s ≤T3≤8 s.
Separation mode:
• In Y volumes: 3-O, 4-0 (according to Req#95 and Req#96).
• In Z volumes: 3-U, 4-U (according to Req#103 and Req#104).
Required performance specifications:
• RCP:
o CL: 1 s.
o DA: TBD.
• RSP:
o PU (UI x s)=TBD.
o HPA (rms)=6 m.
o VPA (rms)=4 m.
• RNP:
o TSEH=3.5 m.
o TSEV=3 m.
Performance metrics for scenario #3
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Risk ratios matrix:
MAC

NMAC

IC

SL

TC

RR Strategic

0,010

0,032

0,809

0,878

0,959

RR Tactical

0,010

0,061

0,089

0,082

1

RR CA

0,12

0,5

1

1

1

Required delays:
• T4= 4.7 s.
• 2.6 s ≤T3≤4.7 s.
Separation mode:
• In Y volumes: 5-0 (according to Req#96).
• In Z volumes: 5-U (according to Req#104).
Required performance specifications:
• RCP:
o CL: 1 s.
o DA: TBD.
• RSP:
o PU (UI 1 s)=99.5 %.
o HPA (rms)=4 m.
o VPA (rms)=2 m.
• RNP:
o TSEH=2 m.
o TSEV=1.8 m.

4.8 Safety requirements in abnormal conditions.
4.8.1 Abnormal conditions identified by BUBBLES
Abnormal conditions are rare external events that might impact UAS operations and/or U-space
services and CNS systems they rely on. BUBBLES has identified the following abnormal
conditions that can affect the effectiveness of the U-space to mitigate the risk due to human or
operational causes.
#iD

Description of Abnormal Scenario

AbC#1

Abnormal situations related to U-space services in abnormal status

AbC#1.1

The Remote position distribution service performances are below nominal
status thresholds due to external events.

AbC#1.2

The Operational plan processing service performances are below nominal
status thresholds due to external events.
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AbC#1.3

The Traffic information service performances are below nominal status
thresholds due to external events.

AbC#1.4

The Conformance monitoring service performances are below nominal
status thresholds due to external events.

AbC#1.5

The Common information service performances are below nominal status
thresholds due to external events.

AbC#1.6

The Surveillance data processing service performances are below nominal
status due to external events.

AbC#1.7

The Tactical conflict resolution Service performances are below nominal
status thresholds due to external events.

AbC#2

Abnormal situations related to external supporting services in abnormal
status

AbC#2.1

Communications between U-space services and a U-space services and Upace users operates in a degraded status due to external events.

AbC#2.3

GNSS operates in a degraded status due to external events.

4.8.2 Safety objectives in abnormal conditions
#iD

Origin

Related AbC

Description

All

U-space systems shall be able to detect
degradations of performance due to abnormal
conditions.

Sob#
U-space
22

All

U-space users shall be notified when the
performance of U-space services is affected by
external abnormal conditions.

Sob#
U-space
23

All

A reliable level of availability of services shall be
guaranteed during all UAS operations.

Sob#
U-space
21

4.9 Safety requirements in faulted conditions.
4.9.1 Faulted conditions identified by BUBBLES
Faulted conditions are situations in which the performance of U-space services and related
services experience a degradation that can affect the safety of UAS operations due to internal
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system failures. BUBBLES has identified the following faulty conditions that can affect the
effectiveness of the U-space to mitigate the risk due to human or operational causes.
#iD

Description of faulted scenario

FC#1

Faulted conditions related to U-space services in faulted status

FC#1.1

The Position report distribution service performances are below degraded
status thresholds due to system-generated failures.

FC#1.2

The Operational plan processing service performances are below degraded
status thresholds due to system-generated failures.

FC#1.3

The Traffic Information service performances are below degraded status
thresholds due to system-generated failures.

FC#1.4

The Monitoring service performances are below degraded status
thresholds. Due to system-generated failures

FC#1.5

The Common information service performances are below degraded status
thresholds due to system-generated failures due to system-generated
failures.

FC#1.6

The Tactical conflict resolution service performances are below degraded
status thresholds due to system-generated failures.

FC#1.7

The Surveillance data processing service performances are below degraded
status thresholds due to system-generated failures.

FC#2

Faulted conditions related to external supporting services in faulted
status

FC#2.1

Communications between U-space services and a U-space service and ATC
fails due to system-generated failures.
GNSS receiver is operating in a faulty status. Due to system-gene

FC#2.1

rated failures

4.9.2 Safety objectives in faulted conditions
#iD
Sob#41

Origin
USSP

Related FC
FC#1

Description
A reliable level of availability of services shall be
guaranteed during all UAS operations.
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4.9.3 Safety requirements in faulted conditions
Sob#41: A reliable level of availability of services shall be guaranteed during all UAS operations.
#iD

Origin

Owner

P

USSP,
UAS
Operator

P, E

U-space services and supporting systems shall
be able to detect if they are in one the
following sates: working, failure or unknown.

Sob#41

U-space
(All
services)

P

U-space services shall provide timely warnings
to the users when the service is in faulted or
unknown status.

Sob#41

USSP
UAS
operator

P

If a UAS operator is receiving a U-Space service
from a given USSP and the service falls to faulty
or unknown status, the operator should be
able to switch to a USSP which can reliably
provide the service.

Sob#31

CAA

Sreq#312

Sob#31

Sreq#313

Sreq#314

Sreq#314

Description
CAA shall define integrity and continuity
requirements for the U-space services and
supporting systems available in the U-space
airspace when designating it.

Sreq#311

Sreq#314

Type

Sob#41

Sob#41

USSP
UAS
operator

In case of failure or a long unknown status of
the Common Information, Traffic information,
Position report distribution, Surveillance data
exchange (if used), Surveillance data
processing, or Tactical conflict resolution
services, UAS operators shall be prompted to
safely land ASAP, if they cannot be recovered
and Sreq#314 cannot be met.

USSP

In case of failure of the Operational plan
processing, Strategic conflict resolution, and
Dynamic capacity management (if used)
services are in failure or unknown state, the
Operational plan processing service shall not
accept new operational plans and reject those
which were being processed.
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Appendix A Description of UAS operations in U-3
operational environments
This appendix describes the different missions expected in U-3 operational environment such as
those represented by the BUBBLES ‘typical scenarios’, according to the type of operation
performed by the UAS
In document [35] (European Drones Outlook Study) performs a study of the industrial sectors
with the greatest possibility of incorporating drones. For each of these sectors, in addition, a
subdivision of operations is made according to their nature, being these the so-called use cases.
The paper [36] also identifies possible use cases of UAS for BVLOS operations and associates
these use cases with the most frequently used trajectories for the applications the UAS will
describe.
The following is a description of the use cases for the operations of most interest in these
documents, together with those described in WP3.1. Each use case has an identification ID with
an acronym for easy reading in

Agriculture
Crop &
Crop
Large land Large land Infrastructure
vestock Spraying monitoring monitoring,
sites
onitoring
close to
airport

UC_LD /
C_LD

UC_LD /
C_LD

UC_LD /
UC_MD

APT_LD /
APT_MD /
C_MD

UC_LD / C_LD

Energy
Pipeline and Tethered
power lines
wind
inspection
energy
production

Railway
inspection

UC_LD/
C_LD /
APT_LD

C_MD

UC_LD/
C_LD /
APT_LD

✓
< 120 m

✓
> 120 m

✓
< 120 m
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
120 m
✓
✓

✓

✓
< 50 m
✓

✓
< 120 m
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

< 120 m
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

Public safety &
Police inPolice an
vehicle
fire
units
disaster,
wildfire
UC_HD /
C_HD /
APT_HD
✓

UC_LD /
C_LD

✓
> 120 m
✓

< 120 m
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Table A-1Table A-2 and Table A-2.
Agriculture sector (AG): The introduction of UAS in this sector will enable precision agriculture
activities, an indispensable tool for increasing crop productivity. The missions carried out in
these environments have in common a low / medium population density. The height of
operations will be less than 120 meters AGL, and even less than 50 meters in the case of crop
spraying operations.
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•

•

•

•

AG.1: Crop and livestock monitoring: Use of UAS for livestock counting and remote
sensing of crops. The UAS follows a trajectory with a predefined pattern (in most cases,
scan), with the possibility of hovering over places of interest for the operation. The lens
installed on the camera will determine the height of operations, reaching an upper limit
of 120 m AGL. The areas of operation are located far away from controlled airspace, or
with very low density. (U-space sector types: UC_LD / C_LD)
AG.2: Crop spraying: Long range flights with payloads of chemical substances, to spread
them along the field, with heights of less than 50 meters. The trajectories consist of
combinations of rectilinear and scan, for the transition to the area of operation and for
the mission. The population density in this case will be minimal, since access to the area
will be restricted by the spraying work. As in the previous case, the interaction with
controlled traffic must be taken into account, being areas of operation that are very
separated from controlled airspace, or with very low demand. (U-space sector types:
UC_LD / C_LD)
AG.3.1: Large land monitoring – Remote sensing applications: Mainly by fixed-wing
drones, for remote sensing tasks, at a height of around 120 meters AGL. Rectilinear and
scan trajectories, for the transition to the area of operation and for the operation.
Satellites are the tool normally used for this type of operation. UAS can provide terrain
information when weather conditions are not optimal or for sensor calibration. In this
case, the interaction with air traffic will be nonexistent, but the population density may
be medium, due to operators working in the same area. (U-space sector types: UC_LD
/ UC_MD)
AG.3.2: Large land monitoring – Remote sensing applications (close to airport): This
case is the same as the AG.3.1, but it is considered that the area of interest is close to
the area of operations of an airport. The population density remains low, but the air
traffic density increases, shifting from an uncontrolled environment with low density to
an environment close to airport operations, with low or medium density of traffic. (Uspace sector types: APT_LD / APT_MD / C_MD)

Energy Sector (EG): The use of drones in this sector is focused on the maintenance of its own
infrastructures. The objective is to reduce human interaction in this type of tasks, reducing the
human factor risk.
•

•

EG.1: Infrastructure sites: (solar farms, wind turbines, powerplants, dams, refineries, oil
platforms). In these cases, it is necessary to carry out routine inspections to look for any
possible deterioration of the infrastructure. For these operations, the pilot will always
have the aircraft in sight (VLOS operations), moving towards the area of interest and
hovering over it as long as necessary to evaluate the site. The height reached will exceed
the height of the infrastructure under investigation with sufficient safety distance. The
height should not exceed 120 m so it will not interact with air traffic. (U-space sector
types: UC_LD / C_LD)
EG.2: Pipeline and power lines inspection: This type of infrastructure requires routine
maintenance to detect leaks or failures in the power lines. Due to the size of these
infrastructures, most of the operations will be performed in BVLOS, to optimize the
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•

•

autonomy of the UAS, covering as much area as possible. In all cases the population
density will be low, but the location of the infrastructure must be taken into account to
determine the density of air traffic. (U-space sector types: UC_LD / C_LD / APT_LD)
EG.3: Tethered wind energy production: This type of operation is still under
investigation today, being a possible source of low-cost energy in the future. These
operations will be carried out in VLOS, but the height reached will be higher than 120 m
in order to obtain the highest possible efficiency of the wind streams. In this case the
trajectory will be a hovering over a relatively small area, limited by wind variations. The
population density will be very low. The air traffic density in this case will be a factor to
be taken into account in the operating altitude. (U-space sector types: C_MD)
EG.4: Railway inspection: This type of infrastructure requires routine maintenance. The
use of UAS reduces the risk to people in this type of situation. To do so, the UAS must
perform translational trajectories over the areas of interest with a safety distance over
them. The height of these operations, in order to obtain precision images of the railway,
should be less than 50 m and with a transitional trajectory. As in the case EG.2, the
population density will be low, but the location of the infrastructure must be taken into
account to determine the density of air traffic. (U-space sector types: UC_LD / C_LD /
APT_LD)

Public safety and security (PSS): The integration of UAS as a working tool for public security
forces is becoming common in most cities. Defining the type of operations that can define this
type of users is fundamental, due to the high density of both population and air traffic in which
this operation will be carried out.
•

•

•

PSS.1: Police and fire, in-vehicle units: The document [1] foresees that in the next 10
years, a large number of police units will have a UAS as a tool for daily use. These
operations will be very specific to the situation in which the agents find themselves,
normally being operations with translational trajectories and hovering, at a height of
less than 120 m. The population density in this case will give the main limitation. In
addition, air traffic density should be taken into account, since these operations can be
carried out within cities with a high population and nearby airports. (U-space sector
types: UC_HD / C_HD / APT_HD)
PSS.2: Police and fire, disaster, wildfire: To prevent natural disasters, such as fires or
floods, periodic UAS flights can provide great information to minimize these
catastrophes. These flights will be performed mainly by fixed wing, in BVLOS operations
and at an altitude of more than 120 meters AGL. These flights are very similar to the
crop monitoring flights mentioned above, with the difference that these flights will be
performed in mountain areas, with more pronounced altitude changes and more
obstacles to avoid, with a low population density and a possible high traffic density. (Uspace sector types: UC_LD / C_LD)
PSS.3: Border control, maritime, environment surveillance: In these operations, the
main characteristic that the UAS used must have is endurance, given the large number
of hours that it will spend in flight. These operations will be carried in BVLOS, mainly by
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fixed wing, at more than 120 meters of height and with translational, pattern and
hovering trajectories. (U-space sector types: UC_LD / C_LD)
Delivery and e-commerce (DE): Many delivery companies are developing their own UAS for
parcel delivery, in order to offer a better service and reduce costs. This is a great challenge, as
these operations will be carried out autonomously, within areas with a high density of both
population and air traffic.
•

•

•

DE.1.1: Parcel, medical supply, delivery (low population density): Delivery operations
of medical packages or supplies to rural areas that are difficult to access by other
systems. Multirotor or fixed wing UAS will perform this type of operations, flying below
120 m, so the density with other aircraft will be low, operating in BVLOS. These
operations are the ones that will drive the later use of UAS for package delivery inside
city areas, implying a higher population density (U-space sector types: UC_LD / C_LD).
The trajectories followed by the aircraft will be translational, avoiding any obstacles
encountered, and maintaining the same AGL altitude at all times.
DE.1.2: Parcel, medical supply, delivery (high population density): In this case, the
operation takes place within an urban environment: in the case of delivery, companies
that deliver directly to home, and in the case of hospitals, urgent transport between
healthcare institutions. A higher population density should be considered. To facilitate
the movement within this environment, the operations will be developed with
multirotor drones, flying below 120 meters and in BVLOS type operations (U-space
sector types: UC_HD / C_HD / APT_HD). The trajectories defined by the aircraft will be
translational.
DE.2: Cargo planes: The operations of transporting goods to companies will be
developed sharing airspace with other aircraft, so the air traffic density will be high. This
type of operations will be carried out outside urban environments, with altitudes higher
than 120 meters AGL in BVLOS operations. Since these operations will be long distance,
fixed wing UAS will be used.

Mobility and transport (MT): The number of companies investing in this sector is growing in the
las 10 years, being a very near future the transport of people in this type of vehicle. These
operations are planned to be fully autonomous, operating within controlled airspace and over
high population densities.
•

MT.1: Passenger planes and rotorcraft: These operations involve the use of UAS to
transport people from specific points in the city to other cities, sharing airspace with
manned aviation. This gives rise to consider a high population density together with a
high traffic density. The type of aircraft proposed for the development of these services
is rotorcraft, but fixed-wing aircraft should not be discarded for the development of
these applications. Therefore, these applications are considered certified operation with
high density traffic (U-space sector types: C_HD / APT_HD).

NAVAIDs calibration: Air navigation instruments require periodic calibration, so UAS are
proposed as a substitute for traditional instruments. These operations will be carried out within
the airport itself, but access to manned aviation will be restricted in the work area, so the density
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of manned aviation will be low. Likewise, access to these areas is restricted to the public, so the
population density will also be low. (U-space sector types: APT_LD).
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Use case ID

U-space
Sector type
VLOS
BVLOS
Height
Translational
Hover
Pattern
Fixed wing
Multirotor

Agriculture
Crop &
Crop
Large land Large land Infrastructure
livestock Spraying monitoring monitoring,
sites
monitoring
close to
airport
UC_LD /
C_LD

UC_LD /
C_LD

UC_LD /
UC_MD

APT_LD /
APT_MD /
C_MD

UC_LD / C_LD

Energy
Pipeline and Tethered
power lines
wind
inspection
energy
production

Railway
inspection

UC_LD/
C_LD /
APT_LD

C_MD

UC_LD/
C_LD /
APT_LD

✓
< 120 m

✓
> 120 m

✓
< 120 m
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
< 120 m
✓
✓

✓

✓
< 50 m
✓

✓
< 120 m
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

< 120 m
✓
✓

✓
✓

Public safety & security
Police inPolice and
Border
vehicle
fire
control,
units
disaster,
maritime
wildfire
surveillance
UC_HD /
C_HD /
APT_HD
✓
< 120 m
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
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UC_LD /
C_LD

✓
> 120 m
✓

✓
> 120 m
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Table A-1. Summary Use cases (1).
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Delivery and E-commerce
Use case ID

U-space
Sector type
VLOS
BVLOS
Height
Translational
Hover
Pattern
Fixed wing
Multirotor

Mobility and
transport

Parcel,
medical
supply
delivery
(rural)
UC_LD /
C_LD

Parcel, medical
supply delivery
(city)

Cargo
planes

Passenger planes
and rotorcraft

UC_HD /
C_HD / APT_HD

APT_MD

C_HD / APT_HD

✓
> 120 m
✓

✓
< 120 m
✓

✓
> 120 m
✓

✓
> 120 m
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

Others
NAVAIDs
calibration

APT_LD

✓
< 120 m
✓
✓
✓
✓

Table A-2. Summary Use cases (2)
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Appendix B Rationale for the U-space traffic mix in the
‘typical scenarios’.
This appendix provides a rationale for the traffic mixes assumed in each primary type of operational
environments considered by BUBBLES, based on the outcomes of WP3 published in deliverable D3.1
[1].

B.1 Uncontrolled U-space environments (UC)
The possible mission types that are expected in this type of sub-environment are:
•

UC_LD ‘typical scenario’: the UAS could carry out agricultural tasks, railway and power lines
inspection tasks or delivery services in rural areas, or in industrial areas away from highly
populated zones. Both Open and Specific category operation are possible in UC_LD
environments.

•

UC_MD /UC_HD ‘typical scenarios’: the most usual use cases envisaged in the future are
delivery services or other tasks in more populated areas, like larger towns or cities without a
nearby airport, or industrial areas near a high population density. In these areas, the expected
number of VFR flights increases, especially police or emergency helicopters. Either Specific or
Certified category operations will be required in these environments.

Relating this sub-environment to the ConOps defined in deliverable 3.1, the scenarios that would be
included here would be 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and part of 4. The unmanned flights involved in these scenarios,
that would be part of this environment, are detailed in the chart below. They are better explained in
the deliverable D3.1 ‘Catalogue of generic ConOps’ [1].
Scena
rio/Fl
ight
Id

Vol

Operation
Category

Air
Risk

Ground
Risk

1/A

Y

Open

UC

Thinly
populat
ed

1/B

Y

Open

UC

Thinly
populat
ed

UC

Thinly
populat
ed

UC

Thinly
populat
ed

2/C

2/D

Y

Y

Specific

Specific

Op.
Type

Type of
Drone

Dimension
and mass

Cruise
Speed

Manoeuvr
ability

Payload

T. Type

Flight
Mode

Monitor
ing

Tracking
service

Tactical
Separati
on

VLOS

Multirot
or

0.350 m
< 1.5kg

< 14
m/s

VRD: 3
m/s
VRC: 6 m/s
Stationary

No Risk

Lineal +
free flight

RPIC

NO

NO

NO

VLOS

Multirot
or

1,52 m
< 25 kg

<22 m/s

VRD:
VRC:
Stationary

Low Risk

lineal +
grid
pattern

RPIC +
automatic

NO

NO

NO

VLOS

Multirot
or

1,52 m
< 25 kg

<22 m/s

VRD: 2
m/s
VRC: 3 m/s
Stationary

No Risk

Lineal +
grid
pattern

Automatic

YES

YES

NO

No Risk

Lineal

Automatic

YES

YES

NO

BVLO
S

Fixed
wing

1m
2.5 kg

22 m/s

VRD: 8
m/s
VRC: 6 m/s
Turn Ratio:
12º/s
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Scena
rio/Fl
ight
Id

Vol

Operation
Category

Air
Risk

Ground
Risk

Op.
Type

Type of
Drone

Dimension
and mass

Cruise
Speed

Manoeuvr
ability

15 m/s

VRD: 3
m/s
VRC: 4 m/s
Stationary
(Max time
15 min)

1,7m
3/E

Y

Specific

Interme
diate
density
areas

UC

BVLO
S

Multirot
or

<10kg
(without
charge)
>16kg with
charge

3/F

4/G

Y

Y

Specific

Specific

UC

UC
and
Contr
olled

BVLO
S

Thinly
Populat
ed

BVLO
S

multirot
or

Fixed
wing

<12kg
(without
charge)

18 m/s

>20kg with
charge

3,7 m
< 15 Kg

6/J

7/K

7/L

Zu

Zu

Zu

Specific

Specific

Specific

BVLO
S

UC

Densely
density
areas

BVLO
S

Multirot
or

UC

Densely
density
areas

BVLO
S

Multirot
or

UC

Multirot
or

<10kg
(without
charge)
>16kg with
charge

2m
< 25 Kg

1,5 m
< 25 Kg

Flight
Mode

Monitor
ing

Tracking
service

Tactical
Separati
on

No Risk

Lineal

Automatic

YES

YES

NO

VRD: 4
m/s
VRC: 5 m/s
Stationary
(Max time
10 min)

No Risk

Lineal

Automatic

YES

YES

NO

No Risk

Line

Autonomo
us

YES

YES

NO

High
Risk

Lineal +
free flight

Auto

YES

YES

YES

Max wind
resistance:
10 m/s

22 m/s

1,7m
Interme
diate
density
areas

T. Type

Max wind
resistance:
8 m/s

2,2m
Interme
diate
density
areas

Payload

18 m/s
(without
wind)

VRD: 2
m/s
VRC: 3m/s
Turn ratio
VRD: 3
m/s
VRC: 4 m/s
Stationary
(Max 15
min)
Max wind
resistance:
8 m/s

30-40
m/s

VRD: 2
m/s
VRC: 3 m/s
Stationary

No Risk

Lineal

Automatic

YES

YES

YES

5-8 m/s

VRD: 2
m/s
VRC: 3 m/s
Stationary

No Risk

Lineal

Automatic

YES

YES

YES

Table B- 1. The unmanned flights involved in scenarios of the sub-environment UC

Relating these scenarios according to the densities defined in the environments: scenarios 1 and 2
would be within the UC_LD; the scenario 3 would be within the UC_MD; and scenarios 6 and 7 would
be within the UC_HD.
Then, the summary of SORA results for each individual drone operation for the table above will be
shown.
Scenario

Flight Id

Operation
type

GRC

ARC

SAIL

A

VLOS

3

b

II

B

VLOS

3

b

II

1
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Flight Id

Operation
type

GRC

ARC

SAIL

C

VLOS

3

b

II

D

BVLOS

3

b

II

E

BVLOS

5-6

c

IV-V

F

BVLOS

5-6

c

IV-V

4

G

BVLOS

4-5

b-c

III-IV

6

J

BVLOS

5-6

c

IV-V

K

BVLOS

5-6

c

IV-V

L

BVLOS

5-6

c

IV-V

Scenario

2

3

7

Table B-2. SORA results for the flights included in sub-environment UC

2 different main cases can be distinguished:
-

CASE 1: VLOS/BVLOS operation with GRC 3, ARC-b and SAIL II.

-

CASE 2: BVLOS operation with GRC 5-6, ARC-c and SAIL IV-V.

The Flight G (scenario 4) will be explained in the controlled, low density environment (C_LD) as it is
part of these two (the flight takes places in a rural area but crosses a controlled airspace).
Next, each different case will be detailed, identifying safety requirements/mitigations for the different
risks per SORA assessment. To see more details for the SORA assessment, read the deliverable D3.1
‘Catalogue of generic ConOps’. It should be noted that in all cases there are no mitigations to apply.
CASE 1: Flight A and Flight B (scenario 1), Flight C and Flight D (scenario 2).
The UAS Ground Risk Class (GRC) is 3: VLOS and BVLOS (case of Flight D) over a sparsely populated area
with an expected kinetic energy below 34KJ. To reduce GRC it could be considered the M3 mitigation
with a medium level of robustness: an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) is in place, the UAS operator is
validated an effective. But this mitigation does not reduce the GRC.
The Air Risk Class (ARC) is b: Operations in Uncontrolled Airspace over Rural Areas. There are no
strategic mitigations to be applied in this case.
With these results, the SAIL value obtained is II. According to this level, the OSO #13 requirement is
identified as Low robustness: External services supporting UAS operations are adequate for the
operation.
The Safety requirement for containment is: No probable failure of the UAS or any external system
supporting the operation should lead to operation outside the operational volume.
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The applying requirements regarding TMPR are at the end of the environment descriptions. For more
detail, refer to [1].
CASE 2: Flight E and Flight F (scenario 3), Flight J (scenario 6) and Flight K and Flight L (scenario 7).
In this case the UAS Ground Risk Class (GRC) is 6: BVLOS over a populated area with less than 34KJ of
expected kinetic energy. There applicable mitigations are M1 and M2, and these can reduce de GRC
value to 5.
The Air Risk Class (ARC) is c: Operations in Uncontrolled Airspace over Urban Areas. For flights E and F,
the strategic mitigation to be applied is the mitigations by common structures and rules by the usage
of a corridor structures. For flights J, K and L there are no strategic mitigations to be applied.
With these results, the SAIL value obtained is IV-V, depending on the mitigations applied. According to
this level, the OSO #04 is identified as Low robustness; the OSOs #05 and #18 requirement are
identified as Medium robustness, and the OSOs #13 and #24 as High robustness.
Safety requirements for containment are:
-

The probability of leaving the operational volume should be less than 10-4/FH.
No single failure of the UAS of any external system supporting the operation should lead to its
operation outside the ground risk buffer.
Software (SW) and airborne electronic hardware (AEH) whose development error(s) could directly
lead to operations outside the ground risk buffer should be developed to an industry standard or
methodology that is recognised as being adequate by the competent authority (understanding
directly as “without the possibility for another system to prevent the UA from exiting the
operational volume).

B.2 Uncontrolled U-space environments (UC)
Relating these U-space sector types to the ConOps defined in deliverable 3.1, the scenarios that would
be included here would be 9 and part of 4 (when the UAS cross a controlled airspace). The unmanned
flights involved in scenarios that would be part of this environment are detailed in the chart below.
They are better explained in the deliverable D3.1 ‘Catalogue of generic ConOps’ as said before.
Scena
rio/Fl
ight
Id

4/G

Vol

Y

Operation
Category

Air
Risk

Ground
Risk

Op.
Type

Type of
Drone

Dimension
and mass

Specific

UC
and
Contr
olled

Thinly
Populat
ed

BVLO
S

Fixed
wing

3,7 m
< 15 Kg

Cruise
Speed

Manoeuvr
ability

Payload

T. Type

Flight
Mode

Monitor
ing

Tracking
service

Tactical
Separati
on

22 m/s
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Table B-3. The unmanned flights involved in scenarios of the sub-environment C.
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Relating these scenarios according to the densities defined in the environments: scenario 4 would be
within the C_LD and scenario 9 would be within the C_MD.
Then, the summary of SORA results for each individual drone operation for the table above will be
shown.
Scenario

Flight Id

Operation
Type

GRC

ARC

SAIL

4

G

BVLOS

4-5

b-c

III-IV

9

N

VLOS

4-6

c

IV-V

Table B- 4. SORA results for the flights included in sub-environment C.

Next, each assessment will be detailed, identifying safety requirements/mitigations for the different
risks per SORA assessment. To see more details for the SORA assessment, read the deliverable D3.1
‘Catalogue of generic ConOps’.
In Flight G (scenario 4), the initial UAS Ground Risk Class (GRC) is 5: BVLOS over a sparsely populated
area with an expected kinetic energy below 1084KJ. To reduce GRC it could be considered the M1
mitigation with a low level of robustness: the flight follows a predefined route, and this route is
assumed to be defined considering local population so that overall exposure of people is reduced
(strategic mitigation of ground risk). The final GRC is reduce to 4.
The Air Risk Class (ARC) is c: Operations in Controlled Airspace, and in this case, there is a possible
mitigation to apply, mitigations by operational restrictions, so that the ARC is reduced to b: it is
required the operation approval and coordination with ATC. Moreover, the operation is well known
and authorised with confirmed entry time and exit time in the controlled airspace following the
predefined route.
With the initial results, the SAIL value obtained is IV, but it goes to III with the mitigations. According
to this level, the OSOs #05 and #18 requirement are identified as Low robustness, and the OSOs #13
and #24 as Medium robustness.
In Flight N (scenario 9), the initial UAS Ground Risk Class (GRC) is 6: VLOS over a populated area with
an expected kinetic energy below 1084 KJ. To reduce GRC it could be considered the M1 and M3
mitigation with a medium level of robustness (Strategic mitigation for ground risk and an emergency
response plan is in place). So, the final GRC is reduce to 4. The Air Risk Class (ARC) is c: Operations in
Controlled Airspace, and there is no mitigations to apply here so the ARC level remains unchanged.
With the initial results, the SAIL value obtained is V, but it goes to IV with the mitigations. According to
this level, the OSO #04 is identified as Low robustness; the OSOs #05 and #18 requirement are
identified as Medium robustness, and the OSOs #13 and #24 as High robustness.
In these two flights, safety requirements for containment are:
-

The probability of leaving the operational volume should be less than 10-4/FH.
No single failure of the UAS of any external system supporting the operation should lead to its
operation outside the ground risk buffer.
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-

Software (SW) and airborne electronic hardware (AEH) whose development error(s) could directly
lead to operations outside the ground risk buffer should be developed to an industry standard or
methodology that is recognised as being adequate by the competent authority (understanding
directly as “without the possibility for another system to prevent the UA from exiting the
operational volume).

B.3 Uncontrolled U-space environments (UC)
Relating these U-space sector types to the ConOps defined in deliverable 3.1, the scenarios that would
be included here would be 5 and 8. The unmanned flights involved in scenarios that would be part of
this environment are detailed in the chart below. They are better explained in the deliverable D3.1
‘Catalogue of generic ConOps’ as said before.
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Table B- 5. The unmanned flights involved in scenarios of the sub-environment APT.

Relating these scenarios according to the densities defined in the environments: scenario 5 would be
within the APT_HD; and scenario 8 would be within the APT_LD.
Then, the summary of SORA results for each individual drone operation for the table above will be
shown.
Scenario

Flight Id

Operation
Type

GRC

ARC

SAIL

5

H

BVLOS

5-6

c-d

IV-VI

8

M

VLOS/BVLOS

2

c-d

IV-VI

Table B- 6. SORA results for the flights included in sub-environment APT.

Next, each assessment will be detailed, identifying safety requirements/mitigations for the different
risks per SORA assessment. To see more details for the SORA assessment, read the deliverable D3.1
‘Catalogue of generic ConOps’.
In Flight H (scenario 5), the initial UAS Ground Risk Class (GRC) is 6: BVLOS over a populated area for
UAS with a MTOM of less than or equal to 4kg with an expected kinetic energy below 34 KJ. To reduce
GRC it could be considered the M1 mitigation with a medium level of robustness (Strategic mitigation
for ground risk) and the M3 mitigation with medium level (an emergency response plan is in place).
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So, the final GRC is reduce to 4. The Air Risk Class (ARC) is d: Operations in Airport environment.
Considering SORA Annex C section 4, we can reduce to ARC-c by restricting the operations within
certain boundaries. These boundaries are negotiated and submitted before the flight takes place in
the approved flight plan for the drone flight. With the initial results, the SAIL value obtained is VI, but
it goes to IV with the mitigations. According to this level, the OSO #04 is identified as Low robustness;
the OSOs #05 and #18 requirement are identified as Medium robustness, and the OSOs #13 and #24
as High robustness.
In Flight M (scenario 8), the initial UAS Ground Risk Class (GRC) is 2: VLOS/BVLOS over a controlled
ground area with an expected kinetic energy below 34 KJ. To reduce GRC it could be considered the
M3 mitigation with a medium level of robustness: an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) is in place, the
UAS operator is validated an effective, but this mitigation does not reduce the GRC. The Air Risk Class
(ARC) is d: Operations in Airport/Heliport environment and OPS in class B, C or D airspace. Mitigations
by operational restrictions can be applied: The flight height and trajectory shall be limited to the
minimum required to perform the operations (PAPI calibration and FOD detection). In addition, flights
can be performed during time frames where expected manned traffic is minimum. Using these
mitigations, ARC can be lowered to level c. With the initial results, the SAIL value obtained is VI, but it
goes to IV with the mitigations. According to this level, the OSO #04 is identified as Low robustness;
the OSOs #05 and #18 requirement are identified as Medium robustness, and the OSOs #13 and #24
as High robustness.
In both flights, safety requirement for containment are:
-

The probability of leaving the operational volume should be less than 10-4/FH.
No single failure of the UAS of any external system supporting the operation should lead to its
operation outside the ground risk buffer.

Software (SW) and airborne electronic hardware (AEH) whose development error(s) could directly lead
to operations outside the ground risk buffer should be developed to an industry standard or
methodology that is recognised as being adequate by the competent authority (understanding directly
as “without the possibility for another system to prevent the UA from exiting the operational volume).
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Appendix C

Rationale for AI requirements

C.1 Context and Motivation
C.1.1 Accuracy gap
The pressure to use artificial intelligence (AI), and particularly machine learning (ML), in safety-critical
applications has increased dramatically in recent years. Inspired by the impressive success of AI
(throughout this chapter we use AI in the sense of AI and/or ML) to automate tasks and support
decision-making in many non-safety-critical sectors such as finance, retail, advertising, logistics, to
name just a few, AI is now being pushed into safety-critical industries such as transportation, health
care, critical infrastructure protection, and security. In many of these new and forthcoming
applications of AI, the criticality is aggravated by the conjunction of two types of safety performance
requirements (SPR): i) the AI models must provide results with very high accuracy and high precision
and ii) the nature of the safety-critical applications demands hard real time and safety-critical
decisions.
A prominent example of such demanding scenario is the AI pipeline used for perception tasks in
autonomous driving vehicles, as the classification of objects (e.g., pedestrians, bicycles, vehicles,
obstacles in the road, etc.) must be done with very high accuracy and precision, but it must also be
done in real time with very stringent timing margins.
Informally, people consider that an AI model that reaches 90% correct predictions is a very good model.
If the model is closer to 100% accuracy, people tend to think that such accuracy is probably an
overfitting case. An accuracy of 90% to classify, for example, retail customer profiles is perfectly
adequate and will effectively lead to good decisions concerning sales optimization. In many other nonsafety-critical sectors where AI has thrived, this is the “comfort zone” of AI models accuracy.
The problem is that the AI and ML models that are now being ported to safety-critical applications do
not belong to a new breed of AI models, with high accuracy and high robustness. In reality, these
models belong to the same lineage of AI models that are considered very good when they reach 90%
accuracy. But many safety-critical applications expect 99.999% accuracy or more for critical decisions
such as correctly classifying an object on the road in an autonomous driving scenario. This means that
the gap between the real needs of safety-critical applications and the current possibilities of AI models
is enormous.
Having a clear notion of the large gap between safety performance requirements (SPR)
demanded by safety-critical domains such as the UAV sector (normally inspired on target
levels of safety used for manned aviation) and the accuracy currently provided by AI
technology is a necessary starting point when considering the use of AI in the separation
services or other critical services of the U-Space. This is essential to understand the size
of the problem ahead and to propose realistic SPR that can be effectively implemented in
forthcoming U-Space services with existing AI technology.
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C.1.2 Engineering AI based U-Space services
AI and ML components are software, and the development process of such models, as well as the
development of AI enabled software applications, is another very important element for the definition
of SPR. In fact, a large part of the safety requirements for safety-critical software are generally related
to the software development process, mandating specific procedures and techniques, especially for
the verification and validation (V&V) phases of the development. In safety-critical software, the
development process is designed with the target level of safety in mind. On the contrary, the
development of AI models (and AI enabled software applications) follow a different life cycle when
compared to classic safety-critical software, and, for historical reasons and until recently, safety
assurance has been largely absent from the development life cycle of AI and ML models.
Dependable computing approaches used to develop and validate software for safety-critical
applications represent an old and highly consolidated knowledge domain that has originated ultra-high
dependable computer systems and software applications such as the fly-by-hire that equip modern
aircrafts, or systems used in many safety-critical sectors such as railways, nuclear power plants,
electricity grid, medical devices, automotive industry, and many others. The development of such
computer systems and associated software (see, for example John Knight’s book [37] for a
comprehensive overview) follow well-defined processes and use techniques and tools that are
drastically different from non-critical software engineering practice (especially for the software V&V).
The development of safety-critical software is very expensive and time consuming when compared to
non-critical software, as safety-critical industries must comply with legal requirements to certify
systems before deploying them. Complying with safety standards (and providing evidence of such
compliance) is a major goal of the development of safety-critical software, and standardizations bodies
and authorities have published hundreds of standards for the different industry sectors with direct
relation with functional and non-functional software safety.
AI powered software applications, unlike safety-critical systems, generally follow rather informal
software development processes, typically using agile software development processes such as Scrum.
Safety-critical software uses the reference V model as part of the classic waterfall development process
to address safety in a systematic way, assuring that each phase of the software development process
is paired with a verification and validation phase [37][38][39]. Although there have been attempts to
introduce the V model in agile software development processes [40], agile and waterfall development
still represent two different worlds that coexist but target very different types of applications. And the
separation line between these worlds is the criticality of such applications in terms of safety.
The software V&V process is a key element for the demonstration that a given component really
provides the expected (i.e., specified) functionality and behaviour. This is the central pillar to estimate
the probability of failure of software components, particularly the failures due to residual software
defects. The problem is that the classic V&V approaches used in safety-critical software do not work
well with AI components2. This is a challenge as there are no strict V&V strategies from the AI domain

2

Although not related to the definition of SPR, it is worth noting that even holistic approaches such as MEDUSA (Methodology
for the U-Space Safety Assessment) requires the estimation of the probability associated to risks such as the malfunction of
U-Space services. The realistic estimation of such risk for services that include AI models is far from being trivial. And the use
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(at least, from the safety perspective) and, on the other hand, existing V&V approaches from classic
safety-critical software cannot be directly applied to AI models [41].
The current situation is that there are no established V&V solutions for AI models in a safety
perspective, although this is an intensive research topic, particularly in the context of safety-critical
sectors. In a recent survey (2022) on software engineering for AI-based systems [42], among 248
studies surveyed in that paper, most of them published after 2018, most studied properties of AI-based
systems are dependability and safety, particularly in the perspective of testing and V&V.
Several reasons account for the difficulties in applying existing V&V approaches to AI models and to
software systems that include such components, particularly difficulties related to requirement
engineering[43]. The results of a questionnaire survey applied to 278 engineers working on the
development of AI models or AI applications [42] provide an interesting insight of the general
difficulties in engineering software systems that incorporate AI components, with particular emphasis
on issues related to testing and V&V.
Since the definition of SPR and the implementation guidelines for the use of AI in the U-Space
separation services are highly related to the intrinsic difficulties in using AI technology in safety-critical
applications, the next paragraphs briefly discuss these key challenges.
•

Lack of a detailed functional specification
Most AI models are developed relying on a general specification of the goal of the model and lack
a clear and functional specification (at least in the sense of detailed functional specification as used
in software engineering). This complicates the verification and validation of AI models (not to
mention future software certification of AI models), as the classic and well-proven traceability
chain that links tests (and V&V in general) to the requirements and functional specification is not
possible. The general goal of having a set of test cases to verify each functional requirement, as it
is costumery in common software V&V, simple does not work with AI models. One could say that
SPR could rely on a general specification of an AI model outcome, but in general an open definition
of the model functionality that (apparently) embraces all implicit requirements will lead to a
virtually infinite domain of testing and V&V.

•

Lack of oracle
It is difﬁcult or impossible to clearly deﬁne the correctness criteria for AI models outputs or the
right output for each individual input [42]. This is a clear difficult that directly affects the testability
of AI models and makes classic software verification impossible to be used in such models. In most
cases, the difficulty in establishing an oracle is directly related to the AI model, as most models
provide non-deterministic and/or probabilistic outputs.

of conservative worst-case scenarios for such risk probability will most likely lead to impractical conditions to reach the
required target level of safety.
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Although some symbolic AI techniques could behave in a deterministic way, the fact is that most
of the AI techniques used today, particularly in critical applications, show non-deterministic
output. In symbolic AI techniques (classic AI), human knowledge is communicated to the model
through explicit human intervention/supervision, using for example logic programming, rules,
ontologies, etc., while subsymbolic AI techniques (statistical AI) rely on data to establish (by
training with examples) correlations between input and output variables. Most of the emergent
applications of AI in safety-critical scenarios use subsymbolic techniques such as neural networks,
deep learning, regression models, Bayesian learning, support vector machines, among others,
which are inherently probabilistic [44].
From a testing and V&V perspective, non-deterministic and/or probabilistic outputs means that
there is always an error associated to the AI model output. This is not new in terms of classic V&V,
as most systems (especially cyber physical systems) that read data from sensors must deal with
statistical measurement uncertainty and errors. The difference is that the establishment of a
confidence level for the output of an AI model is a non-trivial task.
AI model features such as explainability play an important role here. Explainable AI models include
the processes and methods that allow humans to understand and trust the results provided by the
model [45]. For example, for the strategic phase of separation services, the use of explainable AI
models provides the guarantee that human operators can (potentially) understand the reasons
why the AI model propose a given separation minima, which helps considerably the V&V of the
model and also introduces some extra guarantee when the model is used to implement U-Space
separation services, as human operators can (at least potentially) identify erroneous outputs.
Unfortunately, subsymbolic AI models, which are in general the most accurate, are black-box
models in the sense that they do not provide any explanation of the results [45]. This is currently
one of the most intensive research topics of AI.
•

Model accuracy and dependency on the training data
As already discussed, it is intrinsically impossible to assure correct outputs for the entire input
domain, and the accuracy achieved with the best AI models is still far from the stringent
requirements of most safety-critical applications, U-Space services included. Clearly, the quality of
the training data plays an essential role in the resulting AI model accuracy. Acquiring, selecting,
labelling (in supervised learning), and preparing training data is a key step of the process of
developing an AI solution and must be considered in the definition of SPR for U-Space services that
are implemented using AI technology.
It is a well-known fact that the uncertainty on how an AI model behaves in response to totally new
data inputs (i.e., data not considered in the training) is high. In general, (statistical) AI models
behave well when new situations fall in the interpolation nature of the models [44]. The problem
is that totally new data may call for higher-dimensional predictions and require the AI model to
extrapolate the answer, which normally does not work satisfactorily. The solution for this problem
is to improve the quality of the model training, but that is clearly an asymptotic type of solution.
AI models such as deep neural networks (and related models) may also show radical changes of
their behavior in response to slight changes in the input, leading the model to generate totally
erroneous output. This is known as adversarial examples [46] and it is obviously related to the
accuracy of the AI models, but, even more important, it also opens a new front that must be
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addressed in the SPR for U-Space services that use AI technology. Adversarial examples represent
an open door to cyberattacks, as a minor change maliciously inserted in the data read from a
sensor can lead to a totally incorrect output from the AI model [47] [48].
A very important aspect is related to the model validation techniques normally used in the training
of AI models. A common method is to use cross-validation, where the data set is divided in
different portions that are used for training and for testing in different iterations [49]. The goal is
to avoid known problems such as overfitting or selection bias and assess how the model will
generalize and respond to an independent dataset [50].
Although methods such as cross-validation have been quite successful for non-critical AI
applications, a clear requirement for the use of AI in safety-critical applications, and specifically for
the U-Space separation services, is to use a totally independent dataset in the V&V of the AI model.
Moreover, it would be highly recommendable to use two different independent datasets (to
introduce diversity) and such datasets should be publicly available (with control mechanisms to
assure that such data set is used only for V&V purposes), following the spirit of emergent AI data
training benchmarks [51] but fully focused on independent V&V of the AI models. A family of safety
requirements related to the independent V&V of AI models against publicly available independent
datasets for separation services (assuring full independence in relation to the training data and
data diversity) seem very relevant to close the gap between the accuracy required by safety-critical
applications and the accuracy typically provided by AI models.
The development and training of AI models, and the engineering of such models to implement U-Space
separation services, require good solutions for two fundamental steps of the problem:
•

Finding technical solutions to close the gap between the safety-critical needs of U-Space
separation services and the accuracy and precision currently achieved with AI models.

•

Proving (i.e., generate evidence) that AI based implementations of U-Space separation
services really fulfils the specified (and high-demanding) SPR.

To conclude this section, it is worth discussing very briefly the current situation in other safety-critical
sectors, particularly in the automotive industry, as this is clearly the industrial sector that is leading the
introduction of AI in large scale safety-critical applications with the impressive quest for autonomous
driving vehicles. Although the UAV sector is naturally inspired in the commercial (manned) aviation,
and tends to use similar principles to define, for example, the target level of safety of services, the
automotive sector has two relevant features that makes the parallel with future UAV application
particularly interesting:
•

The massive deployment scale of the automotive industry, in number of vehicles and driving
hours (several orders of magnitude larger than commercial aviation) will assure that even
safety failures with infinitesimal probability will be revealed in the field. Future UAV
applications may also have a large deployment base, which means that safety solutions for AI
technology that work for the demanding conditions of the automotive sector will have a good
chance to work for the UAV future market as well.

•

The commodity nature of most road vehicles demands for cost-effective safety assurance
solutions, which is precisely the case of UAVs (especially for future applications using small
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size drones), as the target level of safety must be assured while keeping cost-effective
solutions.
In the automotive sector the ISO 26262:2018 [52] series of standards establish the foundation for
providing functional system safety. This standard relies on the reference V model to address safety in
a systematic way, including software safety, but it does not cover safety demonstration of software
systems using AI elements.
From the automotive industry perspective, the use of AI technology creates a paradigm shift from
safety assurance perspective, as safety failures may happen even in the absence of component failures
(although this is matter of debate in the industry). That is, hazards may result from the functional
insufficiencies and limitations of the AI technology (for example, due insufficient accuracy) in assuring
the intended functionality, even in the absence of (classic) hardware or software faults, or faults
induced by cyberattacks that may have impact on safety. This new safety challenge is referred to as
SOTIF, standing for “Safety of The Intended Functionality”, and is defined as the “absence of
unreasonable risk due to hazards resulting from functional insufficiencies of the intended functionality
or from reasonably foreseeable misuse by persons” [53].
Thus, the current vision of the automotive industry is that hardware and software failures are
addressed by the ISO 26262 [52] standard, while ISO 21448 [53] standard handles SOTIF to deal with
unsafeness due to technology limitations, including limitations of AI models (among other technology
limitations such as sensor performance and foreseeable unsafe actions from the user). Although the
SOTIF standard ISO 21448 addresses only automation levels 1 and 2, it has the advantage of identifying
many target objectives (research challenges) related to the use of AI to achieve autonomous driving.
Another relevant standard is UL 4600 (Standard for Evaluation of Autonomous Products) [54], which is
the first standard designed specifically for autonomous, automated, and connected vehicles assuming
no human (driver/supervisor) intervention. UL 4600 is a safety case-oriented standard providing a
methodical way to show the use of best practices in terms of extensive lists of topics to be included in
the safety cases and pitfalls that must be cared-for. Similarly to SOTIF, the use of best practices
promoted by UL 4600 assumes the nature of target goals, as many of these best practices include
current research challenges related to the use of AI technology in safety-critical functions.
In summary, the use of AI in safety-critical functions requires, from an engineering point of view, to
look at AI technology as a rather different paradigm of software construction, when compared to
classic software for safety-critical applications. In particular, the V&V processes for AI models and for
systems using AI require methods that are not fully established. This must be considered in the
definition of SPR of forthcoming U-Space separation services using AI, to assure that such services can
be realistically implemented with existing AI technology.

C.2 SPR and implementation guidelines for U-Space separation
services using AI
The SPR for the use of AI in separation services are organized in two groups:
•

General SPR for the use of AI in separation services

•

SPR related to the implementation of separation services using AI
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The first group of general SPR is intentionally very small (only 2 SPR) and formalize the requirements
related to the safety-agnostic view of the use of AI in U-Space services. The key idea is that the safety
performance of U-Space services cannot be affected by the decision of using AI technology. In other
words, AI technology is not a valid reason to relax safety requirements, or to damage the target level
of safety and/or the separation minima because AI technology is a “newcomer” to safety-critical
applications. On the contrary, the general requirements for separation services dictate that the use of
AI technology (or traditional software) shall be neutral with respect to the safety of separation services.
The second group or SPR is related to the implementation of separation services using AI. Although
some of these SPR are formally technical constraints, in the sense that they mandate technical design
decisions, we present all of them as SPR, no matter if they are formally requirements or technical
constraints. In reality, technical constrains represent a way to formalize implementation guidelines
(and convey a stronger tone to such guidelines).
The term “implementation” in the name of the second group of SPR is used to cover the whole range
of design decisions, architectural decisions, and development process, with particular emphasis on the
training of AI models and on the V&V of AI models and services using AI technology. The issues
discussed in section §C.1 will be reflected in most of the SPR.
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